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You can go on protest marches, sign petitions, hold up banners, withhold your
labour, join picket lines or make your feelings felt in letters to newspapers. You can
raise money to support your cause, lobby MPs, chain yourself to railings, or scale the
walls of Parliament.
But you won’t change anything.
However, there is a method of affecting events that we are planning here at TFTW
Towers that is a tribute to the courage of our publisher Keith Woods who is to be
admired for supporting such a bold move. Here’s how it works, and I must, for the
moment, stress that I am only talking hypothetically.
Suppose there is a long-running, long-researched court case costing millions with
which you fundamentally disagree. You don’t believe the case should have been
brought, you don’t like the way it was instigated, and you don’t believe the
protagonists have been treated fairly. If the result is one with which you disagree, you
can stand on the court-house steps and say, as Ian Hislop did: “If this is justice, then
I’m a banana.”
That won’t change anything, either.
However, if you openly discuss the details of the case in, for instance, a roots music
magazine of long standing, you can be accused of contempt of court, and the case
will have to be abandoned, costing millions and millions of pounds. Of course, if you
are the publisher of said magazine, you risk going to jail for your contempt, but we
believe it’s worth it. Watch this space a couple of months from now.
Meanwhile, salute Mr Woods for his bravery.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
It’s getting a bit gloomy round here, and it’s not just winter to blame. The political
masters in the county in which I happen to be living at the moment have decided to
save £1 million a year by switching off the street lights between midnight and 5am.
It has cost them £6 million to remove the light-sensitive gadgets which turned the
street lights on automatically when it got dark, and replace them with timers. So they
will be saving that £1 million a year by year seven.
Whoopee! Great news for footpads and scoundrels, alleyway rapists, burglars and
those that enjoy stripping lead from church roofs.
The only lighting we will have on our country roads will be from traffic lights, zebra
crossings and those pelican crossings with the little green and red men. Hold on a
minute. What’s the point of pelican crossings lit up all the time? They don’t need to
tell drivers that they continue to drive normally by displaying a green light. The only
thing drivers need to be told is if they have to stop.
If our county councillors had half a brain they would decide to do something else.
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Ed ‘Kookie’ Byrnes says:

“I am NOT lending my
comb to anyone else so, if
you’ve spotted the
reference to 77... HOLD
THE THIRD PAGE!”
Hi gang,
At the time of typing storms are lashing many parts of the UK, particularly the south west, Somerset,
Devon and Cornwall. Many of our loyal members live in these parts so, on behalf of everyone at
TFTW, may I send out our best wishes to you all, hoping that the severe weather conditions are not
causing too much havoc for you all.
Thank you folks for the wonderful attendance at our January show and the many accolades that
have poured in to Tales From The Woods via email, letters, cards to line the mantelpiece, (loved the
guitar card David and Jean) proving beyond all shadow of a doubt that our 2is Reunion/British
Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show No9 has been lavished with the most accolades of any show to date.
A perfect opportunity within these pages to personally thank all of you loyal Woodies and all the
Rock’n’Roll fans who attended, travelling the length and breadth of the British Isles to be there along
with TFTW’s good friends from Norway, France and Germany who leave the comforts of their home
to travel vast distances to be with us. To say your efforts are much appreciated sounds like a gross
understatement; I can assure you are they are welcomed very much.
A wonderful show could never be achieved without the patience and conscientious commitment of
our wonderful Tales From The Woods band who spent many hours rehearsing the 80 plus song
arrangements in preparation of the show. Artists on the show live as far away as Germany Jersey,
and Liverpool making any personal rehearsal impossible, therefore all of which was learnt from CDs
at their chosen north London rehearsal rooms. To the artists who put on such incredible
performances with so little time to sound check and on-stage rehearsals. Also of course to all the
folks whose names rarely get mentioned from the stage, the back room people who, in each of their
own unfailingly dedicated ways, make sure as much as possible that all goes off without a hitch.
Each and every one of all of you, be it artist, musician, audience or back stage staff are deserving
of these accolades that have so kindly been sent.
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On April 27th we shall be returning to the Borderline for something a little different, a Joe Meek
Special, a very special evening bringing together for the first time many of the artists who recorded
at his legendary North London studio at 304 Holloway Road. Chas Hodges, one half of Chas ‘n’
Dave and former member of the Outlaws and Rebel Rousers and no stranger to a Tales From The
Woods stage, will be our MC Link Man for the evening along with doing his own set and introducing
his one-time boss Cliff Bennett who makes his second appearance at our shows.
Also returning like Cliff, public demand brings back for a second time Robb Shenton who worked
with several Joe Meek artists on countless backing sessions, and in far more recent times has been
instrumental in helping to get the word out for all things Tales From The Woods to the general
media. Making her much anticipated and welcome debut is the lovely Billie Davis who made her
stage debut backed by Cliff Bennett's Rebel Rousers before heading off for chart action of her own.
debuting too and making a rare London appearance, the man with the amazing voice, Dave Kaye
who, along with his backing band the Dykons, recorded for Decca and Major Minor back in those
heady days of the sixties. Danny Rivers, who has wowed us all many times at TFTW shows both
in London and on a provincial theatre stage in Essex along with a private party or two thrown in, will
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be returning to debut on yet another stage this time being the Borderline. Quite a number of our
shows have come and gone since Ray Dexter last joined us. Ray recorded over a dozen tracks for
Joe Meek all of which were his own compositions, a successful song writing career that continues
to this day. Liverpool has played a major role in our shows over these last few years and our April
show will be no exception. Although there is no connection between Joe Meek and Lee Curtis other
than appearing on the stage as the late Screaming Lord Sutch in days gone by Lee and his band
The All Stars, a hugely popular and respected band on Merseyside, were coming a close second to
the Beatles in a Merseybeat poll before heading off to Germany for a year-long residency at the
world famous Star Club Hamburg.
It surely is going to be another wonderful show, and tickets are now on sale either via TFTW or from
the Borderline box office which is open weekdays from 11am until 6-30pm. Polite reminder folks:
you can only buy Woodie member reduced price tickets via TFTW while standard advance ticket
prices can be bought from the venue.
Look forward to seeing you back with us all in April gang.

Don't forget gang you can tune in each and every Wednesday to listen to TFTW shows past,
recorded live for later transmission at the Borderline along with a few that have been salvaged and
cleaned up going back to earlier days at the 100 Club. I believe that the shows have proved so
popular they are being repeated. Radio Sutch, like all non-corporate independent radio stations, are
on air promoting various forms of roots music and doing so out of love with little or no commercial
gain. For that they surely deserve all our support, likewise for Radio Caroline in particular; the
station’s long running Rock’n’Roll DJ Dell Richardson can be heard each Wednesday at 6pm
through to 9pm - three hours of rockin’ sounds and many interesting guests including over the last
few years quite a few Woodies.
I think our excellent social secretary John Jolliffe deserves a special mention in this our seventy
seventh issue. Despite the appalling weather upon the last Friday of January, such is the faith in
John’s ability to seek out watering holes and eateries to suit as many tastes as possible that 14
Woodies joined him at the Brick Lane restaurant and over twice that many joining the festivities in
the pub, a few new faces and ladies too coming along for the very first time, dispelling any worries
that these meet ups are purely for anoraks discussing matrix numbers. No gang, we are not like that
all. So if you’d like to come along and don't live too far from central London and don't mind the hustle
and bustle of our capital city on a Friday evening, might we see you in February?
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to Phil Everly, singer, songwriter and one
half of the legendary Everly Brothers, who died from complications from chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease on 4th January 2014, aged 74.
I am no doubt very much in a minority amongst, shall we say, the more seasoned membership of
this magazine in not actually seeing the Everly Brothers back in the sixties during their many tours
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this side of the Atlantic. It would be the final decade of the last century
at Hammersmith Odeon in which I would finally get to see them,
legend of twang Duane Eddy in support. A wonderful show from
beginning to end, Don and Phil entering the stage from opposite wings
and departing in the same manner, later to be told by a couple of Don
and Phil fanatics that they stayed in separate hotels too. I have no idea
if that was true or not. Regardless of what tensions may or may not
have existed, what they gave the standing room capacity theatre were
mesmerising harmonies that touched all my required nerves, hearing
what I wanted to hear, "No One Can Make My Sunshine Smile", "So
Sad", "When Will I Be Loved"; just three of my favourites that were
delivered on cue to my musical soul, on that magical evening some
twenty years since.
Phil Everly was born in Chicago on 19th January 1939 and, within a
Phil at Brighton, November short while, the family moved to Shenandoah, Iowa. Elder brother Don
1985 © Paul Harris
was born two years prior in Brownie, Kentucky where their parents,
seasoned country musicians Ike and Margaret, had a successful
regional radio show, the boys making their first appearance in 1945.
Chet Atkins was a close friend of the boys’ parents which beat an easy path to their first recording
session as a duo for Columbia in 1956 and recorded in Nashville, Tennessee. Despite all the best
circumstances the sessions were neither successful artistically or commercially; Columbia soon
dropped them. Guitar wizard and soon to be producer of esteem, Atkins knew he had something
very special in his care. After having a chat with music publisher Wesley Rose about these two
talented teenage boys, he in turn recommended them to record company owner Archie Bleyer who
was shifting considerable sales at the time with Andy Williams and also the Chordettes. Soon Don
and Phil were signed to Bleyer ‘s Cadence Label. Husband and wife songwriting team Boudleaux
and Felice Bryant had this song "Bye Bye Love" which they had been touting to various artists for a
while to no avail; quick thinking Bleyer felt the song would suit the Everlys like a glove, as indeed it
did and the legend was born. The year 1957; Rock’n’Roll was sweeping everything from its path
throughout much of the world. Their heavily country influenced perfect harmonies from the likes of
the Delmore Brothers, and Louvin Brothers to name but just two, were of course from a generation
older and barely known outside the southern states, leaving the world stage to the Everlys - a
counter balance to the wild sounds emanating from the likes of Little Richard, Jerry Lee Lewis, Gene
Vincent, the overt sexuality of Elvis Presley, although with sufficient menace in their presence to
give them the required edge for the teenage record buying public.
So the hits followed throughout the remainder of the fifties; “Wake Up Little Suzie", "Bird Dog", "Till
I Kissed Her", "All I Have To Do Is Dream" a No 1 both sides of the Atlantic and which all these
decades later is still played continuously on many of the commercial wall-paper radio stations here
in the UK. Many consider their 1958 Album "Songs Our Daddy Taught Us", an acoustic tribute
album to the family's country music heritage, as their defining album with which I would tend to
agree.
Phil married Bleyer’s daughter Jackie but even the family
bonding could not hold them to Cadence when Warner
Brothers came knocking with an offer they could not refuse.
They certainly more than rewarded their new company’s
faith when their first release for the label "Cathy's Clown”
shot to No 1 both in their native US and here in the UK,
holding the position this side of the pond for an amazing
eight weeks. The aforementioned "So Sad" followed, a little
later the classic double sider “Walk Right Back" written by
Crickets guitarist and singer/songwriter Sonny Curtis, flip
side the infamous teenage angst death disc so numerous of
the period "Ebony Eyes", its morbid content guaranteed and
got a BBC ban.
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BAFTA Press reception September
1983 © Paul Harris

1961 would see both Don and Phil serve six months in the US
marines, the same year the pair released an up-tempo rockin’
version of an old Bing Crosby song "Temptation" once again
sending the boys to the coveted No 1 spot in the UK. However
it caused a fallout with their manager Wesley Rose, who
wanted Acuff-Rose published songs which led to a split with
both Rose and the songwriting talents of the Bryants, forcing
them to turn to New York’s Brill Building for suitable material,
"Crying In The Rain" written by Carole King and Howard
Greenfield. However the ironically titled "That's Old Fashioned"
gave them their last stateside hit in 1962. The internal
The Everlys 1983 © Paul Harris squabbling involving Don and Phil included stories of
amphetamine addiction and for Don a suggested suicide
attempt on the eve of a UK tour filtered through to this side of the Atlantic where the hits would
continue for a few more years yet.
1963 would see them embark on what must arguably be one of the greatest
touring packages in Rock’n’Roll history which featured Little Richard, Bo
Diddley, Rolling Stones, along with the Everlys. The influence they had on
the British beat scene of the sixties is of course virtually unmeasurable; the
Hollies penned an album for them in 1966, "Two Yanks In England",
Graham Nash’s often repeated statement claiming singing with them was
one of the greatest highlights of his long career, the 1965 single "Price Of
Love" hit No 2 in the UK, a quite substantial end to their considerable hit
making run, although many would consider the hard-hitting “Man With
Money" a far more influential release, later to be covered by The Who and
onwards to be recognised as a proto punk classic.
1968 saw the release of their “Roots” album covering similar ground as
"Songs Our Daddy Taught Us" ten years previously. 1970’s double album "Everly Brothers Show”
was just that and three years later in 1973 things really hit rock bottom on a personal level at the
John Wayne Theatre, Buena Park, California; Don drunk on stage, threw his guitar down and
stormed off, leaving Phil to finish the show alone, not just for the remainder of the show but the entire
week long booking.
They failed to speak to each other for ten years and embarked on separate careers. Phil recorded
the original version of “The Air That I Breathe" and in 1983 an album produced by British record
producer and broadcaster and good friend to many of us here at Tales From The Woods, Stuart
Colman, "Phil Everly". From it Phil found himself back in the UK charts again with the single "She
Means Nothing To Me" a duet with Cliff Richard. the same year would see the brothers perform a
much heralded reunion show at the Royal Albert Hall in London, a total sell out which would produce
a live album of the concert, TV and video recordings. The backing track was led by no less a figure
than that of Albert Lee, who would tour with them for a number of years to come along with three
further albums and with songs penned by Paul McCartney "On The Wings Of A Nightingale" and
Andrew Lloyd Webber’s "Cold". Come 2000 they called it quits one more time, although they
re-emerged later to tour stateside with Simon and Garfunkel which, according to numerous reports,
was dubbed by Paul Simon as "A Collective History Of Squabbling". Phil’s later years would mostly
be spent writing new songs with his son Jason who guested with his father on a Crickets album, a
Buddy Holly tribute where they performed "Rave On".
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to guitarist, songwriter and singer J.J. Cale
who died aged 74 on 26th July 2013.
I have always thought the Cale penned song "Call Me The Breeze" could easily be adapted into a
medium paced rockabilly song, would fit like a glove I suggested to a vintage home grown
Rock’n’Roller of the fifties. The idea was partially realised in a sense as the said neglected performer
did perform a rockabilly set at the 100 Club at one of our earlier 2is Reunion/British Rock’n’Roll
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Shows. However the idea of the "Breeze" never came to
fruition. Lynyrd Skynyrd, the Southern states rock band,
recorded their version in the seventies bringing Cale to the
attention of an audience that would quite likely not be aware
of him. Eric Clapton however took the Oklahoma born
musician to a level which must have made him very happy
indeed with his renditions of both "After Midnight" and
"Cocaine". Country legend Waylon Jennings recorded a
version of Cale's "Clyde" and fellow country star Bobby Bare
recorded his version of the aforementioned "Call Me The
Breeze".
John Weldon Cale was born 5th December 1938, Oklahoma City, but within a short while the family
upped sticks to Tulsa, Oklahoma where the young John was raised. At Tulsa Central High School
the young music bitten student formed his first band, Johnnie Cale and The Valentines, which
played the local bars. 1956 was the year that, putting his school books away and stepping out in to
the wider world, no other career than that of becoming a professional musician entered his head.
Already proficient on guitar, drums, and piano he took any menial job that came his way simply to
pay his way to realising his dream. Infatuated with the emerging sounds of Rock’n’Roll, Chuck Berry
who would become a lifelong hero was one, another being rockabilly records which no doubt could
be heard in abundance at that time, along with blues guitar players whom he admired, in particular
Clarence Gatemouth Brown as well as country picking from Chet Atkins and Les Paul.
In the early sixties Cale quit Tulsa and headed out to Nashville. It appears that producers in music
city expressed little interest and disillusionment set in. Cale boarded a bus back to Tulsa with every
intention of giving up any prospect of making a career in music. However, back home a chance
meeting with another musician who, although still making his way, had experienced considerably
greater success than himself, Leon Russell persuaded Cale to join him in Los Angeles where he
occupied a position as a leading session musician. Cale quickly found his feet and session work
filled his diary. Come 1967 he recorded his first album "A Trip Down The Sunset Strip" with a band
called The Leather Coated Minds, a wonderful opportunity for him to show off both his considerable
skills both as a guitarist and songwriter.
A Los Angeles club owner suggested the name J.J. Cale so the roots musician would not be
confused with classically trained Welsh born rock musician and co-founder of the Velvet
Underground, John Cale. In 1969, through his friend Leon Russell’s persuasion, J.J. was invited to
join a tour by husband and wife duo Delaney and Bonnie who at the time were creating waves,
appearing alongside Clapton on an intensive US tour, returning to Tulsa to rest up and take on more
session work. It seemed after a while things were stagnating again and once again the thought of
giving up music entered his head.
Once Eric Clapton had recorded "After Midnight" suddenly it seemed as though the whole world
wanted to know about this guy, J.J. Cale, as Clapton’s version made its way up the US top twenty.
British born producer and record company owner Denny Cordell signed Cale to a contract on his
Shelter label, which would later that same year lead to the release of J.J.s first solo album in 1972.
"Naturally" met with glowing reviews, and three more albums followed on Shelter; "Really" 1973,
"Okie" 1974 and the highly influential and often cited "Troubadour" 1976. Three years would elapse
before the next album, his fifth and titled just that "5".
Upping sticks yet again, this time to California where for the best part of
a decade he lived the life of a recluse, by all accounts in a trailer without
a telephone, despite that for the first three years of the decade of the
eighties he released three further albums, "Shades" 1981,
"Grasshopper" 1982, "8" (yes you guessed it his eighth album), then
pretty much silence until 1990 when "Travel Log" appeared on the
Silvertone Label. Two years later and "10" proved he was still counting,
followed by "Closer To You" 1994 and the (recently bought by yours
truly from a Notting Hill Gate record shop) "Guitar Man" 1996. There
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followed a further eight years in a barely known whereabouts before re-emerging on the Blue Note
label with the aptly titled "To Tulsa And Back". An album shared with Eric Clapton "Road To
Escondido" won a Grammy award as best contemporary blues album in 2006. His final solo album
was released in 2009 on Rounder label "Roll On". Last year, 2013, Cale collaborated with Clapton
one more time to play guitar and sing "Angel" on the album "Old Sock".
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to blues/soul/rhythm
and blues singer Bobby 'Blue' Bland who died 23rd June 2013 aged 83.
Robert Calvin Brooks was born in the small Tennessee town of Rosemark
upon 27th January 1930 into desperately poor circumstances, certainly not
helped by his father deserting his responsibilities by abandoning the family
soon after the child’s birth, A stepfather would later enter his life, Leroy
Bridgeforth, who had acquired the name Leroy Bland, hence young Robert’s
life-long surname. A childhood blighted by hard work just simply so the family
could survive, which meant the boy never attended a single school day
throughout his growing years which resulted in him remaining illiterate for life.
At age 17, moving to Memphis with his mother, his passion for music and to
make a living from it began in earnest, singing with local gospel groups such
as The Miniatures. Word spread rapidly around the gospel community of this
young lad possessed with a voice blessed with so much soul.

Bobby at Jazzfest
April 1989 © Paul
Harris

Naturally he was soon hanging out on the city’s famous Beale Street; for a young aspiring singer it
could not be a better time to be around, flooded with aspiring musicians such as Johnny Ace, Junior
Parker, Rosco Gordon and the man who would necessarily become a travelling ambassador of the
blues and certainly one of its best known exponents, his life-long friend B.B. King. Around 1950 he
recorded without success for Modern records and, at the instigation of Ike Turner, for Sun who
licensed the recordings to Chess, although it would be Duke Records where he would find his
natural home. Uncle Sam came a knocking at a totally inappropriate time, a two year stint in the US
Army was certainly not what he either wanted or needed at this crucial period of his young life,
although events would prove useful as was able to sing in a band led by Eddie Fisher.
Returning to Memphis in 1954 he found several of his old friends enjoying considerable success in
particular Johnny Ace whose revue he joined. By now Duke Records was in the hands of the
notorious Don Robey who signed Bobby Bland to a totally new contract which it is alleged he could
not read and even helped him to sign it. In doing so he had signed away much of his royalties,
receiving just half a cent on each record sold, when the industry standard for that period would have
been 2 cents. Joining the "chitlin' circuit" as part of Junior Parker’s revue (entitled Blues
Consolidated) he hit the road through the southern states, often doubling as driver and valet to
Parker.
Arranger Joe Scott and bandleader Bill
Harvey arrived on the scene and pretty
much took charge of Bland’s recordings,
creating the big band melodic blues which
would make him famous and with which he
would forever be associated. Guitarist
Wayne Bennett proved to be the final piece
in the jigsaw that helped put the 1957
breakthrough single "Further Up The Road"
to the top of the Rhythm and Blues chart
and found a very comfortable 43 on the
Billboard Hot 100 pop charts.

Bobby with B B King

Bobby by now was on a roll; 1958 saw
"Little Boy Blue" peak at 10 on the Rhythm
and Blues chart whilst the year followed
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with no less than four entries, one of which gave him his second Hot 100 pop placing when "I’ll Take
Care Of You" scraped in at 89. As the fifties gave way to the sixties every single he put out coasted
up the R&B charts; "I Pity The Fool", which he would perform on most of his live concerts, hit No 1,
going pop at 46; "Turn On Your Lovelight", arguably his most covered tune including by UK’s own
Cliff Bennett and the Rebel Rousers which he performed at our annual 2is/Heritage show in January
2013, hit 2 R&B and a very credible 28 pop. As the sixties progressed no less than six albums would
be released throughout the decade.
I was privileged to witness Bland on a few of his UK visits; Hammersmith Odeon where once again
the sound at this notoriously erratic three thousand seat venue let him down, at least from where I
sat around half way back in the circle; far better at the long gone and sadly missed Town and
Country Club in Kentish Town that for the best part of a glorious decade back in the nineties was
the London home of all things roots; also not too many years later in company of Earl King and Irma
Thomas at the now scandalously demolished Astoria, Charing Cross Road in central London; as
support to Van Morrison at the Royal Albert Hall, guaranteed however he would without doubt have
performed "They Call It Stormy Monday (But Tuesday’s Just As Bad)”, often cited wrongly as
"Stormy Monday Blues", no doubt too with at least one of his trademark guttural snorts, which gave
him the R&B placing of 5 and 43 pop back in 1962 at the time of its release.
Although 1963 saw his final No 1 position on the aforementioned R&B charts with "That's The Way
Love Is" whilst peaking 33 pop, the following year he would enjoy his biggest ever pop hit when "Ain’t
Nothing You Can Do" rose to No 20, a dizzy height indeed for a blues man of any generation.
Although he was never able to reach such heights again he enjoyed healthy sales throughout the
remainder of the sixties up to the mid-seventies.
1971 saw Robey sell Duke Records to the far larger ABC group which resulted in several highly
acclaimed albums recorded in Los Angeles with a number of their top session players on board
which included "His California Album". From it they drew "This Time I'm Gone For Good" 973 which
gave him his first pop chart entry in nine years rising to 43, a very pleasing No 5 R&B.
The song would see chart action again five years later in the hands of white heavy rockers
Whitesnake and many years later it would be yet another victim of sampling when it fell into the
hands of the hip-hop fraternity, featured on the soundtrack of a movie in 2011 "The Lincoln Lawyer."
It was followed up with possibly an even greater success when "I Wouldn't Treat A Dog", which gave
him his biggest R&B hit for quite a few years, coasted up as high as No 3.
Despite all this success he just could not seem to make that break-through
to the market occupied by his contemporaries such as B.B. King. Maybe out
of desperation in an attempt to break out of the chitlin circuit audience base,
he attempted a disastrous Barry White disco flirtation, returning to his senses
in 1980 with a tribute album to his mentor Joe Scott "Sweet Vibration".
In 1985 Bland signed with the highly regarded soul blues label Malaco of
Memphis, Tennessee, making a series of albums and embarking on near
constant touring, appearing in concert with his old friend of many decades
B.B. King. As the years rolled on, age related health problems curtailed his
touring although he would continue recording, his final studio album "Blues
At Midnight" was released in 2003.

Bobby, Baton
Rouge, May 1982
© Paul Harris

Five years later Mick Hucknall of Simply Red fame, a long-time fan of the
man named Bobby Blue Bland, cut an album containing many of his songs,
a sincere piece of overdue respect indeed entitled "Tribute To Bobby" which
reached No 18 on the UK album charts, no doubt reaching an audience that the then 78 year old
soul and blues singer from Rosemark, Tennessee would otherwise not have reached. Amazingly
just weeks before his death he had only just discovered that fellow blues singer and harmonica
player of repute, James Cotton was his half-brother.
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Pictures provided by Paul Harris and Tony Annis
Sometimes, I have to go a local pub music venue to remind
myself how hopeless so many bands are, how ill-chosen their
repertoire, how foul the PA and mix sound, how talent-free they
are as instrumentalists and vocalists.
Because the regular shows at the Borderline organised by Keith
Woods and company are just so perfect, that perfection
becomes the new normal. The latest must-see show was the
ninth annual 2is Reunion/British Rock'n'Roll Heritage Show on
Sunday January 26, and it did not disappoint.

John on the decks © Tony Annis

Five acts nurtured in the cradle of UK Rock’n’Roll, the 2is coffee bar in Old Compton Street Soho...
OK, four if you are being pedantic, because in Liverpool there was a similar scene growing, and the
opening act, Sam Hardie was part of that, founding what was to become King Size Taylor and the
Dominoes back in 1957.
He plays keyboards and has kept in touch with the way Rock’n’Roll has developed from the fifties
birth to the seventies revival.
Rockin' Ricky Stevens, who has just released a new CD at the age of
73, opened proceedings. Although not a performer in the 2is days, he
made a mean see-through cup of frothy coffee in the fifties, serving
behind the counters as a lad. He looked impressive onstage in a black
drape coat with JLL-style leopard skin collar and cuffs to offer his
version of Tommy Roe's Sheila, and the less obvious Del Shannon B
side The Answer to Everything.
Rockin’ Ricky
© Paul Harris

Sam Hardie opened with Joe Turner's Flip Flop and Fly, and then gave
proper credit to Sonny Fisher for Rocking Daddy, and Groovy Joe
Poovey for Move Around.

The TFTW Band proved their versatility once more under the watchful eye of musical director and
lead guitarist John Spencely, and the twin saxes of Alex Bland and Sid Phillips were heard to great
effect as Sam on piano led them into an unusual Joe Barry number Watching Raindrops, swamp
pop at its finest.
Amazingly, Sam and the group had not only not rehearsed together, but did not even have time for
a sound check. The sound, however, was perfect,
and the band knew exactly what to play since they'd Sam Hardie with John Spencely © Paul Harris
been rehearsing to Sam's CD, a copy of which he
failed, most grievously, to give me.
Selections from Fats Domino, Gene Vincent, Carl
Perkins, Larry Donn and The Drifters followed before
the first encore of the evening was demanded. Sam
announced he was going to play a number by “The
King of Rock'n'Roll”. For Sam, this turned out to be
Little Richard, and he hammered into Good Golly
Miss Molly. He is probably right.
The entertainers were not just performing, but
between songs were full of stories about the 2is
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coffee bar where everyone from Cliff Richard, Adam Faith, Tommy Steele, The Shadows, Vince
Taylor to Marty Wilde, Joe Brown and dozens of others got their start.
The five-plus hour show was watched over, as always, by promoter Keith who had somehow found,
and continues to find, the stars of TV's Six Five Special, Oh Boy, Wham, and radio's Saturday Club
again and again, despite a knee ailment that forced him to hop around like Gene Vincent. Get well
soon, Keith.
It was a return visit for Decca and Oriole recording artist Buddy Britten, a debut for big-voiced Jimmy
Powell, back from last year the Tribute to Buddy Holly star Mike Berry with a completely new
rockabilly set, and songwriter Chris Andrews, who penned most of Sandie Shaw's early hits, and
then charted as a singer with Yesterday Man.
Buddy with Rachael © Paul Harris

Next up after Sam was Buddy Britten who by day, is a
hugely successful author and lives In Jersey, but he
keeps his hand in with his musical career, which has
taken him all over the world, not least to the New
Orleans Words Fair in 1988, when he even played the
Superdome.
He opened with Jerry Lee Lewis' Rockin' My Life Away
before demonstrating why he was described as the
UK's answer to Buddy Holly with a song Norman Petty
gave him to record, Long Gone Baby. Buddy was ably
supported vocally by his beautiful wife Rachael, and

played his own lead Fender.
A tribute to Billy Fury with Halfway to Paradise, sung well, an Adam Faith number, Don't That Beat
All, a good stab at Mel Torme's Right Now, Barrett Strong's Money, a reminiscence about meeting
Tony Joe White in New Orleans led into Polk Salad Annie, the Sir Douglas Quintet's She's About a
Mover, and then a well-deserved encore mixing Chuck's Johnny B. Goode into Bye Bye Johnny.
Precisely why mainstream success eluded the next act is a mystery. He had Rod Stewart in his band
at one time, backed Millie Small on the hit My Boy Lollipop, and recorded with most of the future
members of some big name groups.
Jimmy Powell, white of beard and hair, but still a lively mover,
opened with Dale Hawkins’ Suzy Q, before his own recording
of Tom Hark lyrically co-written with Oh Boy! and Shindig
producer Jack Good, who also produced this. It was, of
course, originally an instrumental hit by Elias and his Zig Zag
Jive Flutes, of South Africa.

Jimmy Powell and John © Paul Harris

Jimmy resumed with a slow solid blues Dance Her By Me One
More Time, admitting it was some years since he had played
some of the numbers like Messing Around with the Blues and the ultra-solid Ivory, which should
have been a hit.
There was a huge response to Sugar Babe, a Buster Brown original, the man who gave us Fannie
Mae, which Jimmy might consider covering. He continued with a powerful House of the Rising Sun,
and What’d I Say, concluding with a well-received take on Larry Williams’ Bony Maronie.
Mike Berry, a regular at these reunions decided to try something
different – a rockabilly set organised by John Spencely, with bass
player Robb Davis switching to bull fiddle for the show.
It was appropriate he opened with Buddy Holly's Blue Days, Black
Nights, pure rockabilly from Lubbock's favourite son cut in his
pre-hitmaking period.
Mike Berry © Paul Harris

Dressed in leather waistcoat and black leather jeans, Berry looked
and sounded well, and had an easy rapport with the audience as
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he worked through Mac Curtis' If I Had Me a Woman, The Moonlighters' Broken Heart, and Elvis'
version of I Don't Care If the Sun Don't Shine, one of the few numbers he admitted knowing prior to
this special one-off performance.
Rocket In My Pocket, Honky Tonk Hardwood Floor, Barking Up the Wrong Tree would be totally
familiar to rockabilly fans.
Mike should get into the studio immediately and record these songs with the TFTW Band.
Chris Andrews, who has penned more than 500 tunes since Adam Faith
persuaded him he could be songwriter, was an unknown quantity as a
performer.
With thick black hair cascading down to his shoulders, and a Rock’n’Roll
background that included an appearance on TV's Oh Boy, not to mention
a duet with Gene Vincent at Hamburg's Star Club, Chris wore a black
frock coat, and chatted about his past.
Playing a red Gretsch, he recalled how Paul McCartney used to request
he sing the Crests' Sixteen Candles in Hamburg, admitting it was a
difficult song to sing.

Chris Andrews
© Paul Harris

The set, tailored to this vintage rock audience, included standards like Oh
Boy and Rave On, Be Bop A Lula, What’d I Say again, before leading into
Brand New Cadillac.

Then it was time for the initial song he
wrote, The First Time, cut by Adam Faith. And it was Faith who
introduced him to Sandie Shaw, and he went on to pen hits like Girl
Don't Come and Long Live Love for her, offering his own versions on
the night.
It was Rolling Stones manager Andrew Loog Oldham who suggested
Chris could make it as a singer and offered to produce him on Chris Andrews © Paul Harris
Yesterday Man. The TFTW Band, schooled in Rock’n’Roll, proved
their versatility once more as they gave rousing backing to the ska-sounding hit and Chris' follow up
to it, To Whom It Concerns.
But it was back to the rockers for Chris' encore, Whole Lotta Shaking Goin' On, into Blue Suede
Shoes. Smiling, he left the stage to cheers and shouts for more.
Considering they had been playing for the best part of five hours, the TFTW Band, led by John, and
including drummer Brian “Bunter” Clark, Claire Hamlin on keyboards, Sid and Alex on saxes, and
Robb on bass, looked relaxed at the end of it, but that's professionalism for you. They had been
rehearsing for months just to make it look easy on the night. Despite the capacity audience, the
Borderline air conditioning system kept the audience as cool as the acts on the stage. Which is,
ahem, cool...
John Howard

Keith thanking everybody © Tony Annis
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Just a quick note to thank you all for another great
night. Lots of highlights but being able to "tick off" two of my must
see acts in Jimmy Powell and Chris Andrews together with assured
appearances from Mike Berry, Buddy Britten and Rockin' Ricky made
it a classic night. Many magic moments including Chris Andrews’
version of his Adam Faith song "First Time". Not sure what the Teds
made of the Sandie Shaw covers though! The house band put in
another great tight shift and their graft was appreciated!
However, the stand out moment for me was Sam Hardie. It's always
very special to see a Merseybeat act and Sam certainly didn't
disappoint. So thank you once again for continuing to bring these
extraordinary Merseybeat acts to a London stage.
© Tony Annis

Looking forward to see who you have up your sleeve for 2015!
Gary Enstone

Loved it; well worth the hassle of driving through the rain and
road spray and having to miss a whole day of the Cajun festival we were
at. Hilda just said, “It was a brilliant show”. So it was. Everyone on the bill
had different sets and styles and must surely have been pleased with what
they did and how they were received. Sam Hardie kicked it off great; he set
the bar high to start with.
I enjoyed everybody’s set and just loved Mike Berry’s rockabilly; what a
magnificent voice. I don’t get to see him regularly but, over all the years, he
has been consistently excellent on whatever he does. Pressure on for a
rockabilly CD with the TFTW Band driving him on. Keith’s new venture?

© Tony Annis

Ralph Edwards
Just wanted to write a
note to say how good the
concert was on Sunday. All acts
were excellent. Will see you in
April for the Joe Meek show. Will
book tickets next week.

Hope you are
recovering from last night.
Fantastic as ever and I do
believe busier also. I thought
Sam Hardie was
phenomenal.

John Challis

Dick Taylor

© Tony Annis

Great night last night. Impressed with all
the acts, especially Sam Hardie and of course,
Mike Berry. The TFTW band just get better and
better.
I hear you're planning a Scouse show? Any truth
in this?
Tony Watson
© Tony Annis

An awesome nite of rockin’ 50s Rock’n’Roll at impresario Keith Woods’ Borderline promotion
with legendary Jimmy Powell out of Birmingham via the 2i's in Old Compton St. and the Star
Club in Germany.
Tony Annis
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I am sorry we didn't get much time to chat before we
left on Sunday night. It was a hectic event - but certainly seemed
to be extremely successful. I know that I plus Rachael and Doug, my
two musical "compatriots" on stage - and certainly my guests - thoroughly
enjoyed ourselves. John Schroeder was over the moon to get the
recognition from so many people there (who certainly know their stuff as far
as music from "our era" is concerned!) Looking down onto the audience from
the stage, I saw so many people enjoying our performance and mouthing
the words to everything I sang, even to my minor hits, which was immensely
gratifying, if surprising.

© Tony Annis

Anyhow, we certainly enjoyed the whole event though sadly could not stay
until the end and enjoy headliner Chris Andrews whom I am sure wowed the
audience and went down a storm. By the way, please tell "Rockin’ Ricky"
that Buddy sends his best wishes and also a Big Thank You! for his
introduction… it was hugely over the top but it certainly got the crowd
whipped-up and full of expectation which is always a great start for any
performer! I have already, personally, thanked the TFTW Band who were
exceptional.

Great show on
Sunday: another
triumph for you and all
concerned!
Nick Cobban

With warmest regards from myself and Rachael, Buddy Britten
Many
congratulations on
Sunday's great gig. The
success continues!

© Tony Annis

Paul Harris

© Tony Annis

Congratulations on a
great show - and a great turnout to see the show - I was so
pleased for you. I hope you're
going to take it easy this week
after all that hard work.
Robb Shenton
Hey! Loved the show, as
always, excellent. Tales from the
Woods never disappoints! Great to see
everyone, look forward to next time.
Thanks to Keith, John, Billy Bunter,
Robb, Claire (always fantastic on keys)
and to everyone who put this all together,
performed and organised it, a blast!
Claire Sells

Thanks for another great evening of
entertainment, as usual the TFTW Band
performed superbly as the backing group for
the artistes.
Len & Tina Challis

Great gig,
Keith!!!

Fantastic night.
Sam Hardie… what a
talent and Mike Berry
superstar if ever a title
deserved. Keith thanks
again for a memorable
event.

Roger Dopson

Ed and Liz Evans

Great night, met up with
lots of friends!
Dell Richardson

Would have liked to have seen this. I
worked with Jimmy around 1972 when he ran the
Appllo Club in Stoke. We did a few gigs, a couple
of BBC sessions and some recording at Pye. If
anyone knows of any more gigs he does please let
me know.
© Tony Annis

Anthony Malkin
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Jay Chance
Chatted to keith
This issue we present the last of the three unreleased interviews that took place during 2007. Jay
Chance is a pioneer singer and guitarist of the 2is who performed on our early 2is reunion shows
at the 100 Club, whom the eagle eyed amongst you may have spotted enjoying a beer and a truly
rockin’ show at the Borderline on 26th January this year. Keith Woods
One of my claims to fame was I lent Terry Dene my guitar to do some
numbers at the 2is and he doesn’t even remember. Interestingly
enough Screaming Lord Sutch, before anyone had ever heard of him,
came in to the 2is on a Sunday afternoon (I’m pretty certain it was a
Sunday afternoon) and saw Tom Littlewood with a view that he
wanted to play in the 2is. Tom said, “Jay, take him downstairs and
audition him will you” and this is absolutely true, I don’t make any of
this up, I took Screaming Lord Sutch downstairs, he got up on the
stage and he started doing his shouting and all the rest of it and I’m
watching him. I went back upstairs and Tom said, “What do you
think?” and I said “The bloke’s an absolute head case; you’ve got to
put him on, he’s as nutty as a March hare!” and that was it. So that’s
how that came about.
While I was playing the 2is an accountant approached me, saying he
wanted to be my manager and that he was prepared to put up the
Jay Chance © Paul Harris 2008 money and all the rest of it. He found a group that were the first
Chancellors. Up until then there were no Chancellors, it was just me.
So we thought, well that’s a good enough name, Jay Chance and the Chancellors and that’s how I
met the three guys who are on some of the demo tracks on Rock'n'Roll Fever, the old ones going
back that far. In fact on the cover shot of that album they are the original Chancellors, they were the
ones that this guy found for me. So they came and played occasionally at the 2is but not when it
was just me played at the 2is. He rented a flat for them near Shepherds Bush to keep them all
together although I lived at home.
He didn’t know anything about the business; he tried hard enough and he was the one that first got
us on to American airbases and he got us some TV auditions and stuff like that. He also got us a
month in Germany so we went out there for a whole month, September 1960, and we played seven
nights a week in a place called the Charley's Star Bar, Hanau which is just outside Frankfurt. We did
every evening there from 8.00 to 2.30 in the morning except on Saturday when we started at 7.00,
but every Saturday and Sunday we used to do a gig so a taxi used to turn up, we piled all our gear
in and used to go into Frankfurt itself. We played an hour’s set at the Storyville House of Jazz where
it is rumoured that Elvis actually performed while he was in the forces out there. so it was quite a
hectic time and we went there by train. We didn’t fly there, we got all our kit on a train, took a ferry
across the channel and a train all the way to Frankfurt, to the outskirts of Frankfurt in Hanau. He put
us up in this little boarding house and that was it. We used to play every evening and then wake up
at midday and during the week we would all hire canoes and go canoeing on the river there.
The manager came over because the management of the Charley's Star Bar complained about us
because we didn’t have an echo chamber. These had only just come in and I don’t think you could
even get them in the UK, which is why we didn’t have one, but you could get them in Germany.
Within the first day or two the management said, “Oh you’ve got to have an echo unit; you’re not a
proper band without an echo unit.” So he hotfooted it over and bought an Echorette echo unit so we
that could play. We used that and I sort of smuggled it in with my dirty washing back here but of
course it was all different voltage and everything so we couldn’t even use it back here. That was
quite an interesting time.
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Actually there’s a little extra bit, we were supposed to do Hamburg and another place. This German
agent had come over to the 2is and seen me and said, “I want to book him for Hamburg and this
other place. I want to book him, I want to book him” and then he found out that we’d got a group and
he fancied the bass player. We didn’t do any of that stuff; we knew people quite liked that sort of
thing but we’d never come into contact with that. We play Rock'n'Roll, we don’t do any of that stuff.
So we were set to do the gigs and when our manager came over, he was contacted by the agent
who said they’d cancelled the contract because the bass player had spurned his advances. That’s
what it was like.
We then came back because we had an audition, well, it was more than an audition in those days.
TV companies used to put a variety show together in a studio, all rehearsed and then sort of done
live but on closed circuit television to all the producers (I think this was ATV) just to see if they
wanted to pick up that show format or whether they wanted to pick up any of the acts. We didn’t get
anything from it but we did a Paul Anka song, My Home Town, which I don’t think anyone’s ever
heard of but it was a good song. It went quite well but not what they were looking for; just one of
those things.
I was friendly with Rory Blackwell as a result of playing at the 2is but then the bugger got a tour of
South Africa lined up but didn’t have a band so he snaffled the Chancellors. But he didn’t need
another singer did he? I subsequently met two of the Chancellors who are on the front cover of
Rock'n'Roll Fever that was Mick the guitarist and Bob the bass player. I don’t know what happened
to Micky G the drummer who used to live just up the road here. I think they came back and did some
big tours. Rory did the ‘61 tour with Gene Vincent and so I think they were on that. It all ties in doesn’t
it? We didn’t fall out it; was just suddenly they weren’t there. “Sorry mate, we’ve been offered this,
too good to turn down.” “Yeah I understand, he didn’t want a singer, didn’t want a rhythm guitarist,”
so that was it.
By this time Bob Proctor, our manager, had been kicked into touch ‘cos he was just a waste of time,
he didn’t know what he was doing. It was suddenly like “Hmm, not sure what I should do now. oh
sod it, I’ll go back into advertising.” I got a proper 9 to 5 job but I still had my contacts with the agents
so I could get gigs at American airbases.
Lance Fortune had this single out, Be Mine, and Tom Littlewood had arranged for him to play at a
youth club called Plough Lane Youth Club on the outskirts of Croydon. He said, “You live near there
don’t you?” and I said “Yeah, fairly close.” He said “Do me a favour. Lance will be down there, I’ve
arranged for the press to come down and see him, and I want pictures of him with all the girls and
the lads from the youth club and what have you. He wants to do a couple of songs, can you play
backing guitar for him?” so I said “Yeah, sure, my pleasure.” So I went down there, Lance turned up,
did a couple of bits and pieces, the press didn’t turn up and he’s going, “Ooh I’ve got to get the train
back home” (‘cos we didn’t have cars or transport). Well, it was only about 9.00 so I was alright. I
said “Well fair enough.”
Shortly after he left, I think it was the Daily Sketch, not the Daily Mirror, one of the big tabloids, a
bloke turned up with a photographer and the whole bit. He said, “Where’s Lance Fortune?” “He’s got
the bus home.” “Oh well, you’ll do.” So next day there’s a big picture of me, which I’ve still got,
splashed across the article with me, all the girls around me, I’m giving it large. Tom went “What’s
this all about?” and I told him so he said “Can’t help it.”
That’s where I met the Sarstedts ‘cos they used to go to that youth club. A group played there every
week and they were very good. I said I was looking for a group and I don’t think they had a proper
singer. I suggested I do some numbers with them and we got on like a house on fire. they said,
“That’s good but we’ve all got proper jobs, we don’t want to go pro.” I said “Okay but what about
Friday, Saturday and Sunday nights?” “Oh we can do that”.
I just went round to Len Praeger, who was Lou Praeger’s brother (the band leader), and Len had an
agency just off Leicester Square. So I went in there and they gave us loads of bookings every week,
as many as we could do, on the American airbases all over the country as Jay Chance and the
Chancellors and they were very good. We did loads of gigs. I’ve still got a poster where we did one
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and the cabaret act that night was Chas. I must bring
the poster along and get him to sign the photograph.
We were the houseband but then we graduated so
that we became like the cabaret act on the bases.
We’d do the airmen’s club and the NCO’s club and
if you were really good you’d get the officers’ club as
well.
Then one of them (who I met again recently) was a
stockbroker and he got married and got kids and
then the drummer didn’t want to do it anymore. I
found another guy and we used to do a double act
around the pubs. By this time I’d started a
photographic lab and studio exhibition company and
© Barry Dixon
I’d left advertising to be self-employed. Doing that I
just didn’t have the time to go out singing… I didn’t
have the energy to do it. Eventually I had 25 staff but I kept my guitars so that was it. At the drop of
a hat if somebody said “Will you get up and give us a song?” I would but I had no aspirations to carry
on.
it was only because as an actor I’d started to get parts in musicals, so I did the Edinburgh Fringe in
a musical and then I did Fame briefly at a huge theatre down in Woking which is where I met Rick
Lloyd, who was the leader of the Flying Pickets group. he was the musical director and we just got
on. I had this idea to go to the States for three weeks and start at Houston and drive all through
Texas, Missouri, Arkansas and all the way back down through Louisiana, really to visit all the towns
which had songs written about them which included obviously Memphis and Tulsa and also very
obscure places like Peel Arkansas, Cactus Texas, Luckenbach Texas, and Big Mamou. We did
literally over four and a half thousand miles and visited all these places. I’d always wanted to do a
documentary about it and we shot a lot of footage and I interviewed people but we’d bitten off more
than we could chew really.
We stayed in touch and, because I’d paid his airfare and I’d paid for all the hire of the car and petrol
and I ended up paying, not intentionally, most of his hotel bills as well during the drive I said, “I’ve
only got one regret about my Rock'n'Roll days and that is that I’ve never made an album. I’d love to
have made an album.” Rick said “I owe you some favours for letting me come on this trip with you
and paying for all this. If you want to do an album I’ll produce it for you.” I really had to twist his arm
to fulfil his promise. I said, “I really want to make this album Rick,” and he finally said okay. A friend
of mine had a band so he auditioned them ‘cos Rick’s a real musician, a real musician, reads music
and everything. He auditioned this band and they left and he pulled a long face and said, “Not very
good.” I thought they were great but he wanted something better so we ended up hiring session
musicians, one of whom was Colin Pryce-Jones for guitar, plus his buddy for bass player and Steve
Rushton (who is an excellent drummer and was on the last James Burke tour) and we had a
Canadian backing singer who was brilliant. I just had a dozen or so songs that I’d enjoyed and I’d
sung for years and a couple that I’d never done before, a couple of Delbert McClinton’s, and we
made that album 50’s 60’s Man and that was it, it was job done, another goal, tick that one off, made
an album, move on and do something else.

The End
Since the interview, Jay recently sent this:
I’m happy to report that I am very nearly back to full health; and my business challenges in Thailand
are finally sorting themselves out. I’m hoping to be out there again, very briefly for meetings, in early
September for the launch of our new business. One thing is certain I definitely prefer to live in
London. After my return I’m keen to get back on the scene again. Raucous Records want me to
make another album – so that will be fun. Also my voice-over agent is nagging me to return to work.
Please send my best regards to the Woodies, and I look forward to seeing you all again soon.
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JAZZ JUNCTION
The Tracks Of My Year
Christmas, eh? It’s great to see close family once more, but oh the dearth of entertaining
entertainment. Compulsory TV viewing will be the death of me. In order to escape the inertia and
deepening depression, I revisited the music purchases that I had made during the year and selected
ten tracks from the albums that I enjoyed the most. And here they are.
Night And Day (from the album The Art Tatum- Ben Webster Quartet recorded
in 1956).
This standard was one of the last studio recordings by Art Tatum before his
death later the same year. Normally regarded best as a solo or trio artist due to
his super-virtuosity at the piano tending to overwhelm, there was no such
problem on this occasion. The album is a delight from start to finish, and I could
have chosen almost any track from it. However, Ben Webster regarded Night
And Day as one of his best recordings, and who am I to disagree?
Please Send Me Someone To Love (from the Phineas Newborn Jr album
Please Send Me Someone To Love recorded in 1969).
Another virtuoso pianist was the late Phineas Newborn Jr. He too received
criticism for allowing his dazzling technique to obscure emotional content. He
was, however, a fine player of blues, and this song has always been a favourite
of mine, having had the good fortune to see it performed by its writer, Percy
Mayfield, on a visit to New Orleans.
Flossie Lou (from the Clifford Brown & Max Roach Quintet album At Basin Street
recorded in 1956).
Trumpeter Clifford Brown’s life may have been tragically cut short, but his
recorded legacy firmly places him on the top table of jazz musicians. In spite of
the album’s title, this was actually a studio recording of a Tadd Dameron tune.
Although a pianist of note as a result of his work with Fats Navarro, Dizzy Gillespie
and Miles Davis, Tadd Dameron is rightly regarded as one of the outstanding
composers of the bop era.
Fair Weather (from the Art Farmer album Modern Art recorded in 1958).
Tenor saxophonist Benny Golson provides a typically catchy
theme for trumpeter Art Farmer and himself on this quintet
date. And, not for the first time, pianist Bill Evans makes a
valuable contribution before he became famed as a leader in
his more regular trio situation.
Flamingo (from the album Stan Getz At The Shrine recorded in 1954).
This one is from a live date on which the tenor saxophonist was on top form,
sharing the challenge of the contrapuntal nature of the music along with valve
trombonist Bob Brookmeyer. At the end of the tune, he apologises for ‘losing it a
few times’, perhaps a little awestruck after the gushing introduction to his set by
Duke Ellington.
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Viva Tirado (from the Gerald Wilson Big Band album Moment of Truth recorded
in1962).
It sounds like it could be the theme music to a detective series, but in fact Gerald
Wilson wrote it in tribute to a Mexican toreador. It was covered in 1970 by the
newly-formed Mexican-American group, El Chicano, which blended rock, soul,
funk and jazz into its music. Listening to it on YouTube, I found their version a
bit tame. However, I must confess to liking their 1983 vocal number Do You
Want Me, which was popular in the UK at the time. Stopping off in Shelby, MS last year to
photograph the blues marker honouring Henry Townsend, I remembered that the town was also
the birthplace of Gerald Wilson. A local informed me that he had appeared at a concert there
just a few weeks previously: a man clearly still in touch with his roots.
I Can’t Get Started (from the Charles Mingus album Jazz Portraits: Mingus In
Wonderland recorded in 1959).
Originally heard as a song (music by Vernon Duke, words by Ira Gershwin) in a
musical in 1936, it became forever associated in the jazz world with trumpeter
Bunny Berigan, when he recorded it as an instrumental a year later. This version
was recorded when Charles Mingus was honoured by being asked to appear at
the Nonagon Art Gallery Composers’ Showcase. In spite of it being a scratch
grouping, it is an outstanding recording, enhanced greatly by a wonderful bass solo by Charles
Mingus.
Racism (from the Gary Bartz album There Goes The Neighbourhood! recorded
in 1990).
Alto saxophonist Gary Bartz was truly filled with the spirit of John Coltrane on
this blistering blues which was recorded live at Birdland. The album, whose title
refers to urban degeneration and the debilitating effects on the lives of those who
have little choice but to reside there, is probably the standout of his long and
varied career.
It Never Entered My Mind (from the Miles Davis album Workin’ With The Miles
Davis Quintet recorded in 1956).
This is an exquisitely beautiful ballad performance by Miles Davis, whose muted
trumpet is caressed by the affecting piano of Red Garland. It was featured in the
film Runaway Bride, but the least said about the character played by Richard
Gere saying that Kind Of Blue was a rare album, however he qualified it, the
better.
Having stalled at nine tracks, I thought I would round my selection up to ten
by choosing a gospel recording. Rain In Your Life (Sunshine) by Tommy
Ellison & The Five Singing Stars is a 1981 cover of Dorothy Norwood’s 1973
original, although she called it There’s Got To Be Rain In Your Life (To
Appreciate The Sunshine). To my ears his is much the better version, and I
acquired it on a soul compilation themed about the subject of ‘Rain’. This
reminds me that I once made a ‘Telephone’ compilation tape, and was
playing it one Christmas, when an irritated shout came from the kitchen, “When is somebody
gonna answer the fucking phone?” That was the last time I invited Gordon Ramsay around to
cook the turkey. Christmas eh?
Dave Carroll
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We’ve nearly seen it all!
(Held over from Issue 76 when we ran Nick Cobban’s USA trip)
My wife, Joy, and I have just returned from a very tiring tour of the cities of eastern USA. I had hoped
it would have more music content but it was a whistle stop tour. That is not to say it wasn’t exciting,
exhilarating and exhausting (certainly at my age!)
Chicago, our first stop over started badly as the Virgin Airbus arrived an hour late and it took one
and a half hours in the queue for customs (the busiest airport in the U.S.) so missed our booked,
and paid for, hire car. Small print says they only wait an hour. The taxi took forty minutes and $30
and the Spanish speaking driver was on the telephone to a woman all that time.
The hotel in downtown Chicago was comfortable and well placed. It was very hot.so, having arrived
late, we had a quick kip then went out for a stroll, a nice restaurant then an early night.
Next day, we bought tickets for the river cruise through the city and decided to walk to the departure
point. Chicago was once a swamp and the word means ‘wild onions’ in the local Indian language
and after the great fire there in 1871 of all the wooden buildings, the mayor decreed the building
materials should be, basically, steel, which created space and the first American sky scraper in 1885.
Chicago is full of fine skyscrapers and diverse, well designed
buildings. In the Millennium Park we saw the stunningly designed
Harris Theatre for Music and Dance and ‘Cloud Gate’, a sculpture
by Anish Kapoer which everyone calls ‘The Bean’, a 110 ton broad
bean shaped stainless steel polished structure which is the park’s
biggest draw.
The south-north Chicago River was modified to a sideways ‘T’
shape so it would flow into Lake Michigan to increase river trading
but the Lake was higher so the extension flows backwards. The
river tour comes highly recommended.
Route 66 starts here at Adams Street where a sign can be seen and there are many
fine and famous museums and buildings.
Chicago is probably more famous as being the home of Electric Blues and there are
many clubs and sights. At 2120 South Michigan Avenue was Chess Records where
many Blues artists recorded, as well as Chuck Berry and the Rolling Stones. It is
now called ‘Willie Dixon’s Blues Heaven’ but we were unable to go in due to its short
opening hours and our visit being at the beginning of the week. That night, however
we went just round the corner to ‘the House of Blues’ and saw The Matthew Skoller
Band. Skoller, a well-respected, and fine harmonica player in the Kim Wilson style has guested on
Blues records by Lurrie Bell, Koko Taylor, Larry Garner among many others and has his own CD
out called ‘These Kind Of Blues’ which is worth a listen (you can also find him on YouTube).
We found plenty of fine eateries in Chicago and to spoil the climax of this tour it was the best and
cleanest city we visited. As we left, vehicles were arriving, and our driver told us filming was about
to start on the next ‘Transformers’ film in the streets outside our hotel.
Our flight tickets to New York were printed with the right flight number but the wrong time so we
missed our jet by two hours but Danny, the man on the desk at JetBlue, got us an immediate
connection to Boston and, after a short wait, a connection on to New York. Again we arrived late
and missed our hire car and got a $50 taxi to the Holiday Inn in downtown Manhattan near Little Italy
and Chinatown.
We were only here for two days and had already lost the best part of day one so that evening we
went to a big Chinese restaurant packed with about 200 Chinese, us two English and two Irish who
we sat with. The food was excellent and the advice, as to how much to order, was good too. On the
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second evening we went to a swish Italian restaurant, Il Cortile 125 Mulberry Street, and had
another excellent dinner with service and ambiance to suit mafia!
We booked a sightseeing tour of New York which included most of the big sites, Central Park, John
Lennon’s hotel where he was shot (Yoko is still living there), Times Square, Empire State,
Broadway, the amazingly large Rockefeller Centre, Harlem, then a trip by boat to The Statue of
Liberty. Wall Street was next (more interesting than I would have thought with a history involving
George Washington) and the 9/11 memorial with Building 7 which is now the tallest in the Western
World. We got off the bus in Broadway and went into a Sports bar showing 10 matches on 10 giant
screens and had a much needed drink. Joy found during the tour, being a wine drinker, that wine
was expensive and rarely dry enough and even rarer was Rosé wine. I like British real ale (being a
member of CAMRA) so mostly I settled for watery lager (lite) but did find a beer called Goose Bay
which tasted strongly of Barley Wine. Nowhere on the label could I find a bottled beer/lager’s strength.
New York was a disappointment. Manhattan had more than 4000 taxis and was almost grid locked
with traffic. Every taxi ride cost a minimum of $20 because we crawled. There is a rule in NY that
ALL properties must have their outer shell inspected for cracks etc. every five years, so everywhere
there is semi-permanent scaffolding which, on some streets, can be like a tunnel. Streets are dirty
with uncollected waste and shops are very down market. There were two street shootings by the
police in the street in broad daylight while we were there. This will be my first and last visit.
We were now joining a Trailfinders Southern Explorer so next morning we climbed into a full coach
to head south on route 95, being modified to TWELVE lanes each way, for the 260 mile journey to
Washington with a stop on the way in Philadelphia. Philadelphia was, after New York, the second
capital of The New World and remained capital while Washington was designed and built.
It must be said that Americans are fiercely proud of their history and, as our
American guide (with us for the whole trip) took us on a walking tour of the
old town, I began to lose my grip on reality as dates (between 1774 and
1800) sallied forth. Basically, after the Boston Tea party, the Americans
fought the English winning some and losing some then set up a meeting of
the, then, 13 states in The Carpenters Hall in Philadelphia in 1774 which
became the First Congress and in 1776, Thomas Jefferson wrote ‘The
Declaration of Independence’ which was presented to Congress by ‘The
Founding Fathers of the United States’ followed, two years later by ‘The
Constitution’.
Here we saw ‘The (cracked) Liberty Bell’, and
buildings which housed the first bank, the first
legal system, and the first newspaper. We
watched a skilled girl print a page the original way, on fine linen and, even
today, the American dollar notes are printed with the same material.
Back in the bus and on to our very swish hotel the Omni Shoreham, in
Washington. We had two nights here so, knowing a tour of the City
followed tomorrow, in the evening we walked over to an Indian restaurant
and had a nice meal (‘Do you have Basmati rce?’ we asked, ‘Only white’ was the answer.)
There was a Lebanese bar and restaurant further on up the street so we went in for a drink and
started talking to the Lebanese/American barman who, when he found we were English, started
talking about English football which was his passion and his dream was to see a premier league
match someday. He even told me Saturday’s result between Arsenal and Sunderland! (My son and
his family are Arsenal card holders although Joy and I have no interest in football). We had another
drink and when we asked for the bill, he insisted it was on the house. I left him our e-mail so that if
he ever came to the UK and gave us enough time, I would get my son to get him a ticket to a premier
game.
The next day, in the morning, we were on and off the bus with our guide and crossed a grassy area
to get a close up look at the White House, (nobody home the flags indicated to us) then onto a stroll
around several prominent landmarks, the long marble wall of names which is the Vietnamese
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Memorial with people taking rubbings of individual names, the World War 2 memorial with its 19
figures reflected in the silver wall behind, other smaller memorials to nurses, WW1, Korean veterans
and across the Tidal Basin, the Jefferson Memorial then at last up the many steps to The Lincoln
Memorial with the marble man all in white staring out over the Reflecting Pool to the Washington
Monument, an obelisk, the tallest building in Washington, built in 1848 and 169m tall (and also
covered in scaffolding!)
Then on to the Arlington Cemetery where we visited the Kennedy graves on a hill where we could
see, in the near distance, The Pentagon. We were then taken to the Capitol building, on Capitol Hill,
the seat of their government, then dropped off for lunch at one end of The Mall, where stretched
before us the 19 museums and 9 research centres of The Smithsonian.
It would take months to explore all these museums and by now we had young friend Mary Yanni
with us who was an Australian teacher on her first trip abroad and she was, as a project, collecting
stuff to interest her class when she got home. She chose a look in the Museum on the American
Indian where we went for lunch first then explored the 4 roomy levels. Built in 2006 the building was
designed by a group which included Blackfoot, Cherokee, Choctaw and Hopi Indians and
landscaped outside by a native of the Navajo/Oneida tribe
Inside and outside it was stunning to look at. Mary wanted to
see as many museums as she possibly could but Joy’s knees
were playing up so we agreed to meet later back at the hotel.
I talked Joy into letting me have a look around the Air and
Space museum and while she sat in the foyer with her Kindle,
I was able to visit the exhibition which included the Leonardo
Da Vinci’s Codex on the Flight of Birds which was his actual
notes and small drawings he made hoping to find the secret of
flight. To be so close to such a document and see for myself
that he wrote all his notes backwards and from right to left
caused me to be moved on by the attendant because I
became transfixed and there was quite a queue.
This museum also included many unique items, The Wright Brothers’ actual plane, The Moon
Landing Craft, the airplane Spirit of St. Louis, and simply miles of exhibits and simulations. I feel I
was lucky to be there when there were not too many visitors but I didn’t like to leave Joy for too long
so, with a quick visit to the shop to pick up four post cards (I will explain later), we stepped outside
and caught a taxi to our hotel where we had a drink and a rest. That evening we took Mary, whose
parents were originally Lebanese, to the restaurant mentioned before and she talked us through a
delicious meal (the barman was off duty this evening).
Another early start next morning which might have included a visit to Mount Vernon (George
Washington’s home) but nobody wanted to go. This was very lucky for us as we saw three big
helicopters fly over and, totally unknown to us, they were about to close all the exits from
Washington due to, what later became, the Navy Yard Shooting so we motored on, oblivious, to
Colonial Williamsburg where a large 173 acre ‘Historic’ site (America’s largest outdoor museum)
showed many of the original buildings of, what was then, the Capitol of Colonial Virginia. It included
many working craft centres from that time (1699-1780) and some recent reconstructions. We had
lunch there before boarding the bus to climb into the Appalachian Mountains and through the part
called The Blue Ridge Mountains to Roanoke which was a coal mining town and just a stopover.
The hotel, a Holiday Inn, was nice and the people friendly but we had an early night.
Next day, continuing through the Blue Ridge Mountains to Cherokee, an Indian reservation town
which again was just a stopover in a motel, the Chestnut Tree Inn (no alcoholic drinks here!). Next
day we drove through The Great Smoky Mountains National Park with a short stop at the Mountain
Farm and Museum for a glimpse of mountain life more than 100 years ago. We passed through
Knoxville, and by the atomic energy research area at Oak Ridge where the world’s first nuclear
reactor was built, through Cooksville and finally, in the afternoon arriving at Nashville, once the
home of the Grand ‘Ole Opry.
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We drove around the music area of Nashville including The Ryman Centre, Music Row including a
street named after Chet Atkins, and saw the many recording studios which attest to Nashville’s claim
as, still, the most important city in Country and Western Music The Driver dropped us off for a couple
of hours so we could have a look around, the Country Music Hall Of Fame, The Johnny Cash
Museum and Broadway where all the Honky Tonks were. Our hotel, The Guesthouse International
Inn, was some way out of the city and none of us wanted to go to the ‘Wild Horse Saloon’ which was
on our itinerary so the driver offered to drop us off at Broadway for us to please ourselves. We, with
new friends Sue and Philip from the bus, headed for a Honky Tonk called Legends of Nashville and
spent the evening listening, drinking and even dancing to Clay Underwood and his Band. Joy forgot
her knee for a while and we jived English style. I was then approached by a couple of girls to show
them how to do it which I was pleased to do! In the meantime Sam, a trucker company boss, joined
us and everybody was in party mood. Like Cinderella, the time came for us to be off to catch our
coach back to the hotel. A terrific evening.
By now we were beginning to realise just how far this trip was taking us and there was only one
driver, Norman, who loaded and unloaded all the luggage at every hotel. Also it was hot. It was very
warm in Chicago and, except for the altitude through the mountains, it was getting hotter! From
Washington to Nashville had been 1300 miles!
Ever onwards, with a burger truck stop, we travelled next
morning to Memphis the home, for a while, of Elvis
Presley and straight into a tour. First stop, in the searing
heat of the noonday sun, was downtime at the National
Civil Rights museum (450 Mulberry Street) which was the
Lorraine Motel where Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King
was shot by James Earl Ray on April 4th 1968. It still
looked like a fifties Motel and we just looked and
photographed then moved on to the Sun Studios, 706
Union Avenue and, as it is written in my guide book, ground zero for American Rock and Roll music.
We went into the crowded interior and looked around in awe at the tiny studios. We then toured
round Memphis.
I was surprised that, once we got away from tourist places,
poverty was plain to see; shacks, abandoned factory sites
and shrubbery growing everywhere where buildings had
been. Memphis was named after an Egyptian city and there
in the middle was a 32 story high Pyramid which was a
sports centre. We drove out of the city for a short distance to
Graceland where our tour also included ‘Platinum’ tickets.
We ate first in one of the themed restaurants on site which
was a huge complex on the other side of the road from the
actual mansion. Buses ferried us across the road to the front
door and we were handed earphones and a little recorder
which gave the complete history as each room or space was entered. It was as I expected (I had
seen pictures) but I was very impressed by the softball court (like a squash court) which now
contained Elvis’s 140 gold and platinum discs covering all the walls.
Back at the other site we had a look at his 20 or so cars and a few motorbikes, walked through ‘Lisa
Marie’ and ‘Hound Dog II’, Elvis’s two jets but avoided the film exhibits and gift shops (in all this tour,
the only thing we bought was a guitar-shaped fridge magnet in Memphis!) Again it was very hot and
we were glad to have a drink with some bus mates before we motored to our hotel, The Sheraton,
which was just off Main Street. That evening we caught an ancient tram (a copy of the 1901 original)
right outside the hotel with a group of African Americans who were off to Beale Street for a good
time and, putting our dollar (each) in the machine (no ticket but carefully watched by the driver) we
enjoyed a jangly, noisy ride to Beale Street.
I had expected to be able to experience some acoustic Blues and good food there and the street
had been turned into a pedestrian area but all the bars were in party mood with R’n’R or C&W bands
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blaring out and finally after walking, hungrily, the whole length and nearly back (with Joy’s bad
knees) we found a nice quiet bar/restaurant, The King’s Palace Cafe (next to the site which had
been the famous Palace Theatre) with a guitarist playing contemporary blues. His name was David
Bowen and we both enjoyed his smooth approach to the blues. However just before our meal
arrived he finished his set for the evening which was a great shame. (Why didn’t you visit B.B. King’s
bar, you ask? Because it was closed following a fire.) Beale Street’s history is not that much.
Although many black musicians began performing there as early as 1860, in the 1960s it became
much run down but in 1966 a section of the street was declared a National Historic Landmark. It was
declared ‘The Home Of The Blues’ on 15th December 1966 by an act of Congress but it wasn’t until
the 1980s that clubs and attractions started opening and have become the tourist attractions they
are today (but not a lot to do with the Blues).
The journey home was not without incident as, at our stop the tram doors tried to close just as Joy
was getting off and the moving footplate threw her to the floor where she again hurt her knee. Joy
also suffered from shock so we went carefully back to our room. Beale Street had been a
disappointment as it was supposed to be the home of the acoustic blues and these days it no longer
is.
Memphis had been our first sight of the Mississippi river and Arkansas the other side and next day
we set off into the ‘Deep South’ of Louisiana and Alabama. About 50 miles south of Memphis, going
deep into Cotton country, I saw the turn for Helena. This was the little town that, in 1941 on radio
station KFFA started a lunchtime show, 5 days a week called ‘King Biscuit Time’ and it still runs
today being the longest running radio show in America. I have no evidence of this but I believe I used
to listen to a regular short part of this programme recorded on AFN in the ’50s.This programme
proved to be the true start of Blues History and was the first to play Blues on the radio reaching a
white and black audience with live music by Robert Junior Lockwood, Sonny Boy Williamson and
others which inspired listeners like B.B. King, Muddy Waters and James Cotton to stop working in
the fields and carve a career in music. It is a place I would have liked to visit although there is really
nothing there except the small studio. The road took us south, through Jackson to New Orleans.
We were booked into the Sheraton hotel here which was right on Canal Street and across the road
was the French Quarter. In 1998 Joy and I had spent two weeks here enjoying the fabulous
atmosphere of the Jazz and Heritage festival where there was music almost 25 hours a day and the
greatest enemy was sleep! This time things were noticeably different largely due to there being no
festival of any sort and there was still evidence of Hurricane Katrina (but more of that later). We
arrived about mid-day so we meandered around the French Quarter until we were hungry then
found an excellent restaurant, Tujaques on Charles Street, where we enjoyed a wonderful meal.
Back at the hotel, I tried to organise some music for the evening which was more difficult than I
thought. The hotel gave me a copy of ‘Off Beat’ their equivalent of a “What’s On” magazine and I
found Kermit Ruffins and the BBQ swingers were at the Blue Nile but starting late. Jon Cleary was
at the Old US Mint Performance Hall but had already started, finishing early, and Mingo Fishtrap
were at the Maple Leaf but again a very late start. I picked these three because I had seen them all
before. There appeared to be no gig at Tipatinas and, although there were plenty of other places to
try, I didn’t know whether Joy would like the band when we got there. A porter told us there was a
big band on at Tipatinas so I decided we would go.
Tips is a long way west of the centre of New Orleans so we got a taxi and arrived 15 minutes later
to find a queue about 75 yards long so we joined it. The Band was ‘The New Orleans Rhythm and
Blues Throwback’ featuring New Orleans’ best session men and put together by trumpeter Irvin
Mayfield and featuring ‘special guests’. I only recognised Davell Crawford who is a highly rated New
Orleans piano player but the band was tight and like a Blues/Funk version of Jools Holland’s big
band. It was standing room only and poor Joy’s knees were not going to literally ‘stand up’ to a late
evening so we (or rather I) enjoyed several numbers featuring the whole band but the rhythm
section, when they were left with, say the piano lead, were worth the visit. We left long before the
end as I knew we would have to wait a long time for a taxi and got back to the hotel for a late
nightcap with our friends from the coach.
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Next day Joy was quite happy to stay within the bounds of the
spacious hotel lobby but another trip had been organised to go to
a ‘Gone with the Wind’ style sugar plantation called ‘Oak Alley
Plantation’ halfway between New Orleans and Baton Rouge.
Heavy rain accompanied us for almost all this journey! Oak Alley
was named after the two rows of 14 magnificent oak trees planted
in the early 1700s and standing each side of the wide pathway
leading to the Mississippi river. It is all you would expect to see of
a plantation, a big house with its Greek styled columns at the
other end of the oaks pathway, family graveyards, slave’s
quarters and the vast areas of the sugar cane. It had been used as location in over 20 films, TV films
and commercials, most notably, ‘Interview With The Vampire’ (1993), ‘Primary Colors’ (1997) and a
Bette Davis 1965 film ‘Hush, Hush, Sweet Charlotte’.
We were taken back to New Orleans to a restaurant (as part of the tour) in the French Quarter on
Royal Street called ‘The Court Of Two Sisters’ for lunch. Now we can heartily recommend this place
which had a one-price, eat-as-much-as-you-like policy with such a variety of dishes I don’t know
where to begin. For a single example I watched my omelette (two eggs or three?) cooked from
scratch with a choice of half a dozen fillings and added spices and I could have gone back for three
more! There were almost a hundred choices of main courses including Gumbo, Jambalaya, soups,
salads and puddings with an iceberg of ice cream, cream or custard. What a lunch! We gently
staggered back to our hotel for a rest.
Joy suggested I should go out alone on the second night of our stay here and I fancied ‘Rockin’
Dopsie Jr. and Zydeco Twisters’ at the Rock ‘n’ Bowl, I had seen his Dad’s band at Camden years
ago but our friends on the bus bumped into me in the hotel foyer and suggested Joy join them for a
restful evening in our hotel lobby as everybody was feeling the distance we had travelled (and it was
another early morning next day). I called Joy down and the company was great so I didn’t go to the
club either.
Leaving New Orleans next morning took us over the Lower Ninth Ward and we could see for
ourselves the terrible damage done to about 80% of the buildings there and that nothing seemingly
was being done to put things right. A few of the larger, stronger buildings and churches had
withstood the hurricane and a few had been rebuilt but generally it remained a shanty town. Unless
you travelled east out of New Orleans you would not see this damage which was still almost as it
happened in April 2005. We were told that a division of the Army were responsible for the levees
and they had not been doing their job attending to their upkeep and even now some parts had not
been repaired.
Just over the Alabama state line we stopped for lunch at the Bellingrath gardens and home. Mr.
Bellingrath made his vast fortune by being the first to successfully bottle Coca Cola. Built on an
abandoned fishing camp on Fowl River at Theodore just outside Mobile it is indeed worth a visit. The
gardens are laid out beautifully and the house is full of treasures which include European furniture,
porcelain and silver. In 1932 they threw the gardens open to the public and on the first Sunday, 4700
people turned up.
A short distance up the road we visited The Alabama Battleship Memorial
Park which contained the USS Alabama decommissioned in 1947 after a
long and illustrious WW2 campaign. This park also contained a submarine,
tanks, big guns, jets, and an enormous B52 bomber. Out driver told us that
everything there was kept in working order!
Really, there was nothing much at Pensacola except a Gulf of Mexico
beach which several travellers were taken to when we reached our hotel. We were told there was a
very good restaurant not far away so we decided to spend the evening there. The hotel manager
said ‘use the hotel transport’ which we did and found that the place was about a hundred yards
away. The manager also said to phone for the transport when we wanted to come home which
turned out to be a good idea as it was pitch dark and we had no idea which direction to walk. The
restaurant was a ‘Surf and Turf’ variety so we did some damage to a quantity of crabs and steaks!
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Early next morning we were on the road again on one of the longest stretches, over 550 miles,
through Tallahassee to Orlando. We had become a little stunned by the sheer distance we had now
travelled so decided to stay within the confines of our hotel which had a fair restaurant and a nice
pool area. Joy’s knees prohibited the thought of patrolling around a theme park and now she had
developed an awful cough so we did stroll down a couple of blocks for a chemist. The street was full
of tacky restaurants, shops and fairground rides and slides. The hotel was probably the worst we
had stopped in and several in our party asked to change rooms. Our room was clean but the place
had a tired look about it. Just around the corner from the pool area was a fenced in pool with about
15 alligators from 30 inches long to 8 feet and generally riding on their backs were some small
turtles. We had two restful nights here.
Once on the way again on our last leg but with a morning stop at
Cape Canaveral which I really enjoyed. We had a conducted tour
over the Atlantis shuttle and programme and then there was a bus
ride to the Apollo, Saturn and Shuttle sites. Joy was already not
well so we found a nice shady spot for her and her Kindle and I set
off to be quite overwhelmed by the sights.
The massive site shares its space with a nature reserve on which
I saw vultures, alligators, big turtles, a wild pig and a couple of bald
eagles with their enormous nest. The bus driver was a continuous fountain of knowledge telling us
that there is a Space Station 220 miles above us circling the earth every 90 minutes with six
astronauts aboard studying, amongst lots of other things, the effect of no gravity on humans.
Rockets are sent up with supplies etc. quite regularly and there will be 13 launches of satellites this
year. The last rocket sent up the week before our visit was owned by Spacex, a private company
and a subsidiary of PayPal which is one of three private companies using Canaveral for rocket
launches. To walk under a 300 metre long Saturn rocket with all its stages is awe inspiring. There
was just too much to take in. In the shop I toyed with the idea of buying a NASA ‘puffer’ jacket but
didn’t. It was bloody hot and there wouldn’t have been enough room in my suitcase!
I got back to Joy and we had lunch then boarded the bus for the last time on our final leg to Miami.
If you like intense heat, burning sands and little or no shade then Miami is the place for you. We
were staying overnight at the Dorchester hotel in the down town district and to our surprise were
given a suite which was ice cold with the air conditioning setting which we had now got into the habit
of switching off. For one night a suite was a waste on us. It had a fully equipped kitchen, a dining
room, a living room, bathroom and enormous bedroom. We ate out both daytimes in a little Spanish
restaurant a block away where a boy guitarist and girl singer plus a homemade karaoke backing
entertained with Latin tinged versions of songs like ‘Under The Boardwalk’ and ‘Tequila’
It was too hot so we congregated in the foyer of the hotel to chat and, in my case, to write postcards.
I have five grandsons and wherever I go I always send the four oldest (who can read) a postcard.
Miami was the 12th city I had sent a postcard from meaning I had sent them 48 postcards, all
different and packed with our ‘adventures’.
There were three English girls in the party who we had spoken to several times. At this last moment
of the tour we found that two of them came from Aylesbury (I live five miles from there) and the other,
of West Indian descent had exactly the same likes as me. She was reading the same book on her
Kindle, her favourite films were mine too, and the same TV series’ and she had, on her iPad, Blues
and Soul music that I have on my iPod. She even had two brothers, each having one of my Christian
names. We have since become pen friends by email.
So, to sum up, it was a never-to-be-forgotten, nearly 3500 miles journey taken at break neck speed.
As I wrote at the beginning it was exciting and exhausting too. We had seen legendary sights,
beautiful buildings, dirty streets, fabulously rich trappings and lots of poverty. We loved some cities
but hated most. We did it because we had done a similar tour of four states on the western USA
coast and that had been memorable but mainly leisurely. If we do another tour we will look carefully
at the time/distance details to ensure a more comfortable and sedate trip… and more music.
Dave Parker
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SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

SOUL/R&B SINGLES released in the UK by label. 1970. Part 8. Catalogue numbers in brackets.
Unless stated all comments relate to the A side.
JAY BOY
The label was established in 1968 as part of President Records. Early releases on
Jay Boy had a heady involvement in the world of Northern soul. A lot of excellent,
and some classic soul was forthcoming from the label until 1976, when material that
would have been released on Jay Boy was switched to the President label itself.
The Invitations - How'd We Ever Get This Way/Picking Up (24) (UK Prod)
US vocal group who kinda set up residence here. Often toured the UK as the
Original Drifters. Good uptempo material, featuring a jangly organ and appealing harmonies, not
unlike the mid-sixties Drifters’ recordings.
LIBERTY
The label was first set up over here in 1962, with a policy of issuing American
releases covering all types of popular music. A lot of Soul singles on Liberty in
Britain were by artists who were signed to the Minit label in the States.
Homer Banks - 60 Minutes Of Your Love/I Know You Know I Know I know (15329)
(US Minit)
Originally recorded and released in 1967, this re-issue brought forth once again a
genuine soul classic. Like fine wine this tune gets better and better as time goes on. A jaunty beat
dominates the record, with Homer wailing soulfully on the Hayes-Porter number.
Dee Clark - Where Did All The Good Times Go/24 Hours Of Loneliness (15334) (US Liberty)
This would be Clark's first release in many years. It's a heavy beat ballad with a distinct tune, plus
the usual strings and brass. Not really that different, but it has a nice feel to it and, as you would
expect, Dee is in fine voice.
The 5th Dimension - Wedding Bell Blues/Let It Be Me (15288) (US Soul City)
The Dimensions were a Los Angeles based group formed in 1966, which consisted of amongst
others, Marilyn McCoo and Billy Davis. A mid paced, sort of singalong song with superb brass
arrangements. Was a decent R&B hit, and number 1 US pop.
The 5th Dimension - Blowing Away/Skinny Man (15308) (US Soul City)
A very middle of the road, easy to remember happy go lucky ditty. Didn't chart.
The 5th Dimension - I'll Be Lovin' You Forever/Train, Keep On Moving (15356) (US Soul City)
The Dimensions had now moved from Soul City to Bell, and this offering from 1966, was one left
over in the can. It should have stayed there. Tinges of what Motown were doing at that time, very
Four Topp'ish.
Smiley Lewis - I Hear You Knockin'/Playgirl (15337) (US Imperial)
Two Smiley winners. Dave Bartholomew produced and wrote both sides, which were originally
released and charted in 1955. Both sides offer two excellent examples of vintage New Orleans R&B
at its very peak. We even get Fats Domino on piano, and practically all mainstays of Fat's long
standing band. Simply brilliant.
Ike & Tina Turner - Come Together/Honky Tonk Woman (15303) (US Liberty)
Tina squeals and squeezes the innards out of these two yucky numbers, as only she can. Very
exhilarating and funky.
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Ike & Tina Turner - I Want To Take You Higher/Contact High (15367) (US Liberty)
Originally featured in the 'Woodstock' film by Sly & the Family Stone. Tina takes it at a much faster
pace, her powerful voice soaring over a bubbling rhythm track, with a maximum input of pure raving
soul. Comes over powerfully enough, but the song is simply really not that outstanding.
LONDON
Of all the labels that ever issued records in this country, London is the one which has aroused most
excitement among record buyers. The label initially began in 1947 as a Decca
Records subsidiary, and its role was exclusively to issue American material. Over
the next twenty five years that was just what it did, releasing some of the greatest
material ever pressed onto wax.
Al Green - You Say It/Gotta Find A New World (10300) (US Hi)
Al's debut on Hi was the follow up to his top twenty R&B 'Back Up Train' US hit. A
kind of Sly & the Family Stone psychesoul item. Funky guitar lead, above a heavy monotonous beat.
Yuk. We had to wait another year before the classic Green arrived.
Wilbert Harrison - Let's Work Together/Stagger Lee (10307) (US Sue)
Well what can you say about this record? Canned Heat had just enjoyed a No. 1 hit with a cover of
this particular song. Wilbert originally recorded this as 'Let’s Stick Together' back in 1959 for the
originally Sue label. In 1969 he re-recorded it as 'Let's Work Together' so it was only natural after
the Canned hit the charts that Wilbert's far superior version would be released. Opening with a
penny whistle before a fantastic, pulsating beat takes over as good old Wilbert seems to stumble
through it. You'll all know the flip side and Wilbert's version is, to me the best, with a heavy beat and
rolling piano. Brilliant forty five, as was the album LET'S WORK TOGETHER released around this
time.
Kool & the Gang - Kool & the Gang/Raw Hamburgers (10308) (US De-Lite)
Oh yes the Kool go way back. Well before they switched to pop funk, they were pioneers in deep
urban funk music, tempering their jazz roots with rhythm and blues, giving birth to energetic dance
floor instrumentals. Basically not very much tune but a good strong beat made it ideal for discos.
Brass is featured to the fore throughout with bass riffs taking care of business in the rhythm section.
This was their first of numerous US hits that follow well into the nineties.
Eddie Lovette - Too Experienced/Little Blue Bird (10311) (US Steady)
Included here because this is one of the most soulful Reggae records I've ever heard. Recorded in
the States, the beat is certainly Reggae though the song is far too tuneful for the average Jamaican
recordings at that time. I rest my case.
Willie Mitchell - Robin's Nest/Six To Go (10313) (US Hi)
A step aside from the Willie sound we had come to expect from the man. It's a mid-pace vintage
jazzy sound with very little life to it. A very uninteresting release.
Ann Peebles - Part Time Love/I Still Love You (10322) (US Hi)
This blues standard gave St Louis gal Ms Peebles her biggest hit to date, and first of many US pop
chart entries. There is a good, strong back beat to it, with the Memphis brass well to the fore, all
aided by a pounding, chugging beat that never lets up. Top notch stuff, love it.
Bobby 'Boris' Pickett & the Crypt Kickers - Monster Mash/Monster's Mash Party (10320) (US
Parrot)
Certainly not soul, but... This was a revival of his pop item that dated back to 1962. Boris talks his
way through the dance craze, the Monster Mash - it was a graveyard smash; it caught on in a flash;
and so on. Much fun at the time.
Soulsssssssssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssoul
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LOST SOULS
OLIVER CHEATHAM
Detroit legend Oliver Cheatham will always be remembered for his 1983
classic 'Get Down Saturday Night', which became an international dance
floor smash. But he had much more to offer than his disco floor delight.
Chatham was born on the East side of Detroit, 24th February 1948. As
with so many soul singers, he started singing gospel at his mother’s
church. Outside the church no one knew he could sing, as he was very
shy, but he did get into dancing in a big way. He would sing at home
listening to Frankie Lymon and Sam and Dave. He was bashful, but at
weekends he found the courage to entertain the family, but only after a
whip round.
Cheatham cut his first record when he was fifteen, for a local Detroit label, Magic City. Waiting for
his chance to get into the studio, he hung around the Magic City office, helping the label’s existing
acts that gloried in such names as Mad Dog and The Pups, Gaslight to name two. He still only had
a reputation as a dancer, not a singer, and helped the acts with their choreography, and stage craft.
Still looking for a way of getting into the Magic City recording studios, Oliver was given a boost of
confidence with a debut stage appearance. His sister’s boyfriend’s group, The Young Sirs, asked
Cheatham if he knew anyone that could sing; bashful as ever Cheatham put himself forward, and
after a successful audition, he agreed to sing with the group for just the one date. The response
gave him encouragement, and he was given the role as lead singer.
Magic City were suitably impressed, which led to his first release, a ballad, 'Something The Matter
With Your Heart', which became a local hit around Detroit. The group moved onto a larger Detroit
label, Uptight Productions, where they recorded four singles. They were slowly gaining memento,
getting out of Detroit by touring around America. When the vice-president of Uptight Records was
killed, the company was dissolved.
Around 1974 the group split up and Cheatham was left in limbo. He moved to Seattle, Washington,
where he hung out with a cousin. Cheatham tried to form a new group, but attempts to secure a
record deal proved elusive.
So he returned to Detroit and hooked up with a group called Round Trip, who just happened to be
looking for a lead singer. Round Trip were managed by the late Al Perkins, and with Cheatham now
amongst their ranks, Perkins was able to get Round Trip a deal with MCA Records. Perkins saw the
opportunity to develop Cheatham as a solo artist, so firstly he made Cheatham the group's front man
and re-named the group Oliver.
Following the release of the 1979 NOW OLIVER album Perkins dissolved the group and began
grooming Cheatham. Perkins had other acts and was riding the disco wave with Al Hudson's One
Way and Alicia Myers, so Cheatham had to be patient for his chance, helping out contributing
background vocals to his fellow Detroit artists. In 1982 Cheatham's first solo album THE BOSS was
released on MCA.
Al Perkins was murdered in early 1983, so his sister Vee Allen took over managing Cheatham. It
was back in 1981 that Cheatham first came to Perkins with the demo of 'Get Down Saturday Night',
a kind of extension to what Perkins was already laying down on record. Finally in 1983 he got his
chance to record it, and the rest is history. He exploded onto the scene with, 'Get Down Saturday
Night', Cheatham's keenly soulful vocal rides over the clipped staccato riff, real sweat shop boogie.
The album of the same name followed shortly, which not only included the monster hit, but some
remarkable ballads.
Side two opens with three slowies, some thirteen minutes of authentic smooch. On 'Do Me Right',
he cuddles the melody and out falsetto's The Isley Brothers. 'Never Gonna Give You Up' is a deep
delight, with its angelic female chorus and acoustic guitar, as he wails his message to his Lady.
'Through It All' is a powerful wailer, which opens with crystal clear falsetto, before shifting into
baritone, then into a gentle absorbing gem of a ballad, complete with killer rap in the middle, brilliant.
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The follow up single was the solid mid tempo sexy groover, 'Bless The Ladies', on top of One Way's
superb backing Cheatham’s vocals plead and promise to stay with his lady, which featured a softly
singing female backing support repeating, "bless the ladies, bless the girls, what would you do
without us in this world".
In 1986, he moved to the Critique label and had further success in the R&B charts with 'S.O.S', and
'Celebrate (Our Love)'. Other singles were 'Mama Said', 'Put A Little Love In Your Heart', 'Things To
Make U Happy' and 'Wish On A Star'. After moving to the New York based Warlock label, he
recorded two duets with Jocelyn Brown, 'Turn Out The Lights' and 'Mindbuster'.
Record sales dried up, and he spent much of the nineties working as a backing singer, including Leo
Sayer. His final album was STAND FOR LOVE in 2002.
In 2003 Cheatham made a surprising chart come-back, when he was featured with the band Room
5 on 'Make Luv', which sampled 'Get Down Saturday Night', though Cheatham re-recorded his vocal
part for the record. This became a UK number 1 single. Its success in the UK led Cheatham to
relocate to England. He recorded in London for the Native Soul label.
He died 29 November 2013, from a heart attack.
REX A GARVIN
Rex Garvin & the Mighty Cravers, in 1966, is best known for his classic funky
R&B UK hit 'Sock It To Em J.B', The J.B, referring to James Bond, although
it was performed in the style of James Brown. Garvin was a singer,
songwriter, keyboard player and arranger. He was heavily involved in the
Bronx R&B scene in the late fifties.
Rex Garvin was born 24 July 1940, in New York City, and raised by foster
parents in the Bronx. He was encouraged to take piano lessons from an early
age.
In 1954 he helped form the Hearts, a female doo wop vocal group, which
included Jeanette 'Baby' Washington. Garvin sang bass, played piano and
wrote and arranged songs for the Hearts. The group’s first record 'Lonely
Nights' was issued on the Baton label in early 1955, which reached 8 on the
R&B charts. Gavin remained associated with the group through various personnel changes during
the fifties.
At the same time Garvin was also involved with J & S records. The label’s greatest success came
with the duo Johnnie & Joe, whose biggest hit, 'Over The Mountain, Over The Sea' written by
Garvin, reached number 3 on the R&B charts.
Garvin's own recording career started in 1957 with 'My Darling Dear' on J & S. His next release, on
the Carlton label, was a duet with Marie Knight, 'I Can't Sit Down', which tickled the US pop charts.
In 1961 he formed his own group, Rex Garvin and the Mighty Cravers, releasing their first single, on
Epic, 'Go Little Willie'. He recorded a string of records on various labels, Scatt, Okeh, Zorro, Like ,
Keynte and Saber, which all failed to bring any commercial success.
In 1966 the UK soul faithful picked up on 'Sock It To Em J. B.', which was released in the UK on
Atlantic records. This became a huge under-ground soul hit, especially on the Northern soul scene
and the south of England soul clubs. Further releases over the next decade failed to ignite any
interest and Garvin finally quit the music business around 1975. He moved to Atlanta, Georgia, but
continued to play the occasional gig.
He died 2 December 2013.
Remember you're in
safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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Actually I like most music forms but especially Rock‘n’Roll, Rhythm and
Blues, some 60’s/70’s stuff, Celtic music and contemporary Blues. When R‘n’R died in the midsixties I bought odd albums by artists I thought I might like and tried (and liked) The Eagles, The
Band, (and thus Dylan) and lots of others in those days of music wilderness until I found Charlie
Gillett’s radio show, the Allman Brothers Band, Little Feat, Leon Russell and then the whole New
Orleans sound, Dr. John and the Subdudes. A friend suggested I try the Blues and gave me a
couple of names, Willie Dixon and Jimmy Reed and I was off. To me, today’s contemporary blues
is the nearest thing to R‘n’R but I still devotedly collect ‘golden age’ CDs.
There are probably more potential guitarists out there than pianists so this time I’m
just going to have a quick look at the same three chords (A, D, E7) as played on the guitar. I don’t
play the guitar myself as I had an accident with the ends of the fingers of my left hand, which is all
healed up now but the nerves are all damaged. The banjo and the ukulele are tuned differently and
although probably better sounding instruments for some blues, I will not be dealing with that tuning
here.
The guitar is tuned with the thinnest string to ‘E’ (the one above middle ‘C’ on the piano). There are
several ways to find this note, using pitch pipes, an ‘E’ tuning fork, the piano and these days there
is an inexpensive electronic device which can compare wavelengths of the note so you tune up until
your played wavelength is the same as that on the little hand held device. (All the other strings can
be tuned this way too.) This is an absolute boon when another band or loud sounds are nearby. The
second string is tuned to ‘B’ (all these strings get lower) then third to ’G’, fourth to ‘D’, fifth to ‘A’, and
sixth to ‘E’ two octaves below the first string.
There are lots of good books on ‘How to Play Guitar’ (an old one by Roger Evans is good as is the
collectors one by Bert Weedon) so I am only going to look at how we read the three chords shown
in the last issue of TFTW. There are sets of diagrams to illustrate the
N
xN N
N
fingering of the left hand (right handed guitarist!) showing which
strings to use and where to press them down. These diagrams A
D
E7 1
1
2
3
1
2
2
represent the ‘head’ end of the guitar where the tuning pegs are and
our three chords look like this in these diagrams;
3
(N = the doh or name note & x = strings that should not sound)
This last diagram shows a simple way of illustrating the 12 Bar Blues and where the chords change.
The 4 beats in the bar are illustrated by the strokes. So for the first 4 bars you play ‘A’, bar 5 you
play the ‘D’ chord for a further 2 bars and so on. This is the simplest form of the 12 bar blues and
there are many slight variations, one being to try playing ‘A7’ in the third bar only (we haven’t
covered ‘A7’ in this article but I think you may be able to work it out yourselves, the addition of the
7th note in the A scale, like in ‘E7’). In the meantime, pianists, practice makes perfect!
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The Grammys are coming up but in the meantime here are just five of my most played CDs
of 2013:
‘Born Under A Bad Sign’ by Albert King (how did I miss this when it first came out?)
‘Chicago Blues - a living history’ by various contemporary Blues Artists
‘Didn’t It Rain’ by Hugh Laurie (with a studio full of excellent musicians).
‘The Honeydripper’ - a soundtrack album I found in a boot sale with artists like Barrence Whitfield,
Keb Mo and Gary Clarke Jr.
‘Electric Dirt’ - a last brave effort from Good ‘ole Levon Helm, God bless him.
I had a really good book as a Christmas present from my stepson who has loved Blues
music since I introduced him to it. It is ‘Verve – The Sound of America.’ and is essentially a book on
the Jazz label and the artists who recorded within it. Verve was started by Norman Granz primarily
to record Ella Fitzgerald in 1956 and this book with over 1000 wonderful illustrations covers the start
of Jazz in New Orleans, and moves historically through all the great American Verve artists to
almost present day. Much of the material is Blues and the book, by Richard Havens, is one I will dip
into often.
I wrote in the last issue about the Blues Magazine’s two hour radio show
on Team Rock Radio (Saturday at 6pm.) It was definitely not Blues. I emailed the editor of that
magazine, Ed Mitchell and told him this and he agreed, saying there would be changes and sure
enough DJ Billy Rankin, (whose expertise was really in question) has been replaced by Big Boy
Bloater and now 95% of the programme is in the Blues idiom.
I went to Aylesbury’s Limelight theatre to see Babajack, an interesting band
who seem to be the flavour of the moment. They are Trevor Stager, Guitar and Harmonica, Becky
Tate, Vocals and ‘Percussion’, Tosh Murase, Drums and Adam Bertenshaw on Bass. Although
Stager played some interesting fill-ins between the songs, this was not Blues. Indicating a love of
Son House and Leadbelly, their tunes were riffy and rocky. Their latest CD which is doing very well
is not to my tastes. There were three things I found reduced my enjoyment of the night out. They
were: 1) the drummer was far too loud, 2) Their mikes and amplification were of very poor quality
(I’ll come back to this), 3) I’m not sure Ms Tate’s exotic (was it supposed to be erotic?) dancing
during the solos really fitted in with what was being played. Next month the Limelight welcome Clare
Free and I will look forward to that and keep supporting the Limelight’s efforts.
Talking about Mikes and Amplification (2 above) at my last milestone birthday I hired my village hall
(with bar), booked two bands and then invited most of the village. The two bands were an up and
coming female blues singer and her excellent band and also a great and very professional soul
band. The soul band had first class amps and mikes and you could hear every word clearly. The
blues band’s kit was good enough but poor by comparison. The soul band then let them use their
stuff and the change in their sound was remarkable. I am very critical of bands’ amplification and
think too many people go to a gig and pay to almost accept the poor quality of sound pumped out
by the bands and the lack of control of the volume. I know I sound like an old fart and I probably am
but how many gigs have you been to when the sound has been too loud and poor quality? I think
from now on I will mark the bands for volume and quality of sound.
Bought with the issue 10 of The Blues Magazine, ‘No Trash, No Dogs,
just the best of 2013’, this CD of 15 tracks theoretically came free. With artists like The Hoax, Walter
Trout, Jo Harman, Joe Bonamassa and Wooden Horse, it is pretty accurate as an indication of
where Blues was in 2013 but not necessarily the best.
‘Big Boss Man’ and is another cracking example of a 12 Bar Blues;
originally by Jimmy Reed this version is by Omar Kent Dykes and Jimmy Vaughan from their 2012
album ‘On The Jimmy Reed Highway’. They don’t do anything new on this CD, just play it as it is
meant to be played.
Dave Parker
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November 15th – 18th 2013
Pontin's Holiday Centre,
Camber, Sussex

The 2013 Rhythm Riot weekender taking place, as ever, in Pontins at Camber Sands near
picturesque Rye in Sussex between November 15th-18th, can rightly be judged to have been every
bit as enjoyable as its predecessors. I wasn't able to catch all the many performers from all over the
world who graced the Riot stage, but before I go into the main group of entertainers qualified by
status and reputation, a mention in dispatches for those that helped to make this Rhythm Riot
perfect for punters; from America, the Royal Rhythmaires and Barbara Clifford, from Portugal, TT
Syndicate, from Switzerland, the lovely Miss Lily Moe, from Germany, the highly-popular Ray
Collins' Hot Club, from the Netherlands, the Haystack Hi-Tones, the Swedish outfit Joe and the
Hornets, Spain's Los Mambo Jambo, and from dear ol' Blighty, there were Lights Out, Ray Stubbs
and his R&B All Stars, Silverfox Johnson, the Kings Cross Hot Club, Sister Cookie and, proving the
habitués of this R&B-based shindig love white country/rockabilly as well, we had some hot hillbilly
boogie sounds courtesy of the Zazou Cowboys.
So, toppermost of the poppermost for Friday, to quote many a Top Rank
album sleeve, was firstly obscuresville's Beverly "Guitar" Watkins
(actually from Atlanta, Georgia), with her King Bees ("Hound Dog"
Baskerville on guitar and Penny "Queen Bee" Zamagni on Fender
bass). A lady who has shared stages with Aretha, B. B. King, James
Brown and who played in Piano Red's road band when a teenager,
Beverly proved to be a sprightly, engaging performer who turned on the
showmanship from time to time (playing guitar behind her back) with a
mainly funky set that included Jimmy Reed's "Big Boss Man", Rufus
Thomas' "Walking The Dog" and Ray Charles' "What'd I Say".
Later that night a hot new name on the scene
Nikki Hill
was showcased; Durham, North Carolina's
© Paul Harris
Nikki Hill sings with a powerful guitar/Fender
bass/drums trio (the superb Matt Hill, Ed
Beverly Guitar Watkins
Strohsahl and Joe Meyer respectively) whose
© Paul Harris
playing style would appear to be completely at
odds with her somewhat traditional, R&B/soul diva, Ruth Brown-like style,
but the blend seemed to work with the crowd, due to her charming
personality and stunning good looks. A bright future is predicted for this
enchanting chanteuse. Songs? Some fine originals in "Right On The
Brink", "Strapped To The Beat" and "I Got A Man", while covers included
a storming "Girl Can't Help It", Faye Adams' "Shake A Hand",
Marcel Riesco © Paul Harris Barbara George's "I Know" and Tarheel Slim and Little Ann's "
Number 9 Train".
The Truly Lover Trio, fronted by the finest Roy Orbison soundalike
ever in Marcel Riesco, wowed the ladies, to a larger extent, with
originals such as "Pretty Baby", "Blue For You", "Say You're Mine",
"My Little Angel", "Gonna Do The Bop Tonight", and "Kissin' and A
Huggin'", and butt-kicking covers of Roy's "Rockhouse", "Mean Little
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Mama", "You're My Baby", "Domino" and "Go Go Go (Down
The Line)", Weldon Rogers' "So Long, Good Luck and
Goodbye", Peanuts Wilson's "Cast Iron Arm" and,
interestingly, Willie Cobbs' "You Don't Love Me".
Bobby Brooks Wilson (formerly Hamilton) returned to Rye
to set female hearts a-flutter with strong versions of father
Jackie's greatest hits, such as
Bobby Brooks Wilson
"Reet Petite", "I'll Be Satisfied",
© Paul Harris
"You Better Know It", "Doggin'
and
"Lonely
The other two thirds of the Truly Lover Around"
Teardrops",
and
popular
Trio
© Paul Harris
record-hop "hits" from Mr.
Excitement" vast Brunswick inventory, such as "Squeeze Her Tease
Her", "Etcetra", and "Come Back To Me", plus tributes to the Isley
Brothers ("Shout") and Jackie's friend and contemporary Sam Cooke
("You Send Me")
Lazy Lester, together with the splendid Rhythm Riot Kings Of Rhythm, led as ever by Big Boy
Bloater, presented a set rich in quality downhome Excello-style blues, with not a sign of the acoustic
guitar Lester often dons to pay tribute to Hank Williams during a LL set. No, it was solid R&B all the
way, with his "greatest hits", "I'm A Lover Not A Fighter", "Sugar Coated Love", plus a personal
Excello-minted favourite, "The Same Thing Will Happen To You", "I Made Up My Mind", and a later
popular standard, "Blues Stop Knockin'", as part of his performance.
Lastly, the Kings Of Rhythm did a splendid job behind doo-wop

The Teenagers
© Paul Harris legends The Teenagers, now surely the Grandfathers, but still

very sprightly performers, especially originals Herman
Santiago and Jimmy Merchant. They tribute the Del-Vikings via
"Come Go With Me", and remembered their subsequent lead
singer - and brother of Frankie - Lewis Lymon, through a
spirited rendition of Lewis's hit with the Teenchords, "I'm So
Happy". But, of course, it was the
many classics recorded by the Beverly with Lazy Lester
© Paul Harris
Teenagers for the Gee label in 1956
and '57 that the Rioters were clamouring for, and slick, superb versions of
"ABC's Of Love", "Share", "I'm Not A Juvenile Delinquent", "I Want You To
Be My Girl", "I'm Not A Know It All", "I Promise To Remember", "Goody
Goody", the rarity "Paper Castles" (sadly no sign of their UK chart hit "Baby
Baby") and, naturally "Why Do Fools Fall In Love", which truly raised the
rafters.
So, a terrific Riot all in all, roll on next November when Rioters will be
treated to the welcome return of the Central Valley Fireball himself, none
other than Roddy Jackson, an electric performer and good friend to "Tales
From The Woods". Bring it on, can't wait!!
What goes on when the bands come off
© John Jolliffe

During Saturday afternoon I and my chalet-mates, John
Spencely, Ralph Edwards and Ken Major, set up for another
impromptu music session as the Rhythm Riot Ramblers along
with another chalet sharer, guitarist Tom Harper. Ralph brought
an acoustic guitar, banjo and a mandolin, I brought along my
piccolo snare drum, and Ken gave the ol' tea-chest bass
another airing. Nick Cobban, John Jolliffe, Brian Jessup and
Bill Haynes were among a group of Woodies who, as the "Soul
Stirrers", dropped by to provide some vocal accompaniment
and offer requests.
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We ran through a number of Rock’n’Roll/rockabilly
classics, (two Buddy Holly songs, "Mailman" and
"Tell Me How" turned out particularly well) and these
were interspersed with some excellent country and
folk tunes from Ralph... and even a little rockabilly
too, with his own original song "Rockabilly Phoenix",
one that, if I'm correct, aroused the interest of Jay
Chevalier. Other songs for the weekend included:

© John Jolliffe

Saturday (1pm -5pm) :- Mailman, Bring Me No More
Blues; Move It; Shakin’ All Over; Run Boy Run; The
Fool; Baby Don’t Go; Sweet Little 16; Sugar Babe
(Mance Lipscombe); Evermore; Dark Moon; I Ain’t Never; Learning The Game; Deep Elem Blues;
Jim Dandy.
Sunday :- Seven Spanish Angels; It’s Only Make Believe; Mailman,
Bring Me No More Blues; Tell Me How; There’s A Tear In My Beer;
Gonna Find Me A Bluebird and I Don’t Hurt Anymore; Hushabye
Little Guitar; Watch Your Step; I Walk The Line; Do-Re-Mi (Guthrie);
Waitin’ For A Train; Ginny Come Lately; Mailman, Watch Your Step.
Also, there were a few of Ricky Nelson’s greatest hits, including
“Hello Mary Lou” which saw much spirited singing-along from the
audience.
A quirky moment occurred when an adjoining chalet semi-pro bass
player enquired about the Ramblers’ bass sound. When told it was a
tea-chest, which he had never seen, he asked what the strings were.
"A 3ft washing line" was Ken's reply.
© John Jolliffe

Anyway, these sessions are always tremendous fun, and you can
bet I'll be carrying my drum with me all the way to Rye in 2014.

With gratitude to Ken Major and Ralph Edwards for their assistance with some of the detail…

Brian Hardrock Bunter

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!

TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON
www.caroline.rockers.co.uk or www.radiocaroline.co.uk

To tune in your satellite set top box, go here
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All pictures © Paul Harris

51
With apologies to Paul Harris, a selection of his photos from Hemsby 51
that were omitted from the last issue. Sorry Paul.
Billy Burnette, Mark Harman

Sonny Burgess

Ray Campi

Kern Kennedy

Slapbacks
Rosie Flores

Sonny Burgess

Velvet Candles

Velvet Candles

Roy Young

Billy Burnette

Jiving Competition
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Rosie Flores

The

Vinyl Word

Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Monday, January 20, 2014
Eight years of The Vinyl Word
It's exactly eight years since the first Vinyl Word blogpost was published. I was working as a
communications manager at the Department of Health near Waterloo when, bored and fed up with
the January weather, I discussed the idea with my mate Nick Tancock, now living in Bologna, who
contributed to a political blog at the time. I'm not sure whose idea the name The Vinyl Word was, but
it's a good one I think, as it neatly sums up the central theme of the blog. Since then there have been
over 850 posts, a similar number of comments (excluding the thousands of spam comments that
have been filtered out) and nearly 200,000 page views. Posts on Muscle Shoals, Etta James and
Ernie K-Doe have attracted the most views, but I can't help feeling that the reason is that many of
them have been by spamsters.
The blog was born the day after Wilson Pickett (pictured) died and I
wondered at the time who would be the last soul man standing. Since
then we have lost James Brown, Solomon Burke and Bobby Bland,
three of the names I mentioned, but Bobby Womack, Clarence Carter,
Sam Moore, Ben E King, Eddie Floyd and Percy Sledge are still with
us. Long may they be so.
The blog has catalogued hundreds of music deaths over the years but
it hasn't all been bad news. I've been to some fantastic music festivals
during that time, including the Ponderosa Stomp, Jazz Fest, the King
Biscuit festival and the Porretta Soul festival, and many excellent gigs,
along with a few crap ones. I've found some wonderful records during
this time, including many at knock down prices in car boot sales and charity shops, and featured
many of them on The Vinyl Word. From time to time I have delved into nostalgia for past events, TV
shows and personal memories. Hopefully I haven't bored too many people!
My very first post set out the reasons for writing the blog and the sort of topics it would cover, so I'm
reprinting it here for readers to judge whether I have been true to my promise. Here it is, from
January 20th, 2006.
'People keep telling me that everyone should have a blog these days. Whether anyone will ever
read it, other than myself, is another matter, but I hate to miss an opportunity to get into the 21st
century, or, in my case, beyond the era of vinyl LPs and singles. The Vinyl Word is dedicated to the
discs that we knew and loved before CDs came along, not to mention mini-discs, iPods and MP3s.
Vinyl records may have surface noise, may have scratches, may even jump and skip, but they are
the only way to fully appreciate the great music of the ‘50s and ‘60s. The vinyl was thick and heavy
and the sleeves of LPs and even EPs (an almost forgotten musical format) told a real story and were
often works of art in their own right. And is there anything to compare with a two minute 45 by Little
Richard or Fats Domino blaring out from your record player? I don't think so.
They say vinyl is making a comeback - and about time too - but in truth it never went away, as
testified by my record collection, which runs into thousands of singles and LPs. It's not just the
plastic that makes this form of record so great of course, but the music itself.
I was born in 1946 and remember my sister buying the very first Elvis 78s. By the time I reached
record buying age, 78s had been replaced by 45s and I began to build up a collection of rock and
roll, American pop, 50s R&B, blues, sixties soul and ska records during the 1960s, which I have
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expanded massively as a result of years of early morning searches at car boot sales, and routine
visits to charity shops.
The content of this blog will focus on the golden musical age of 1956 to 1969. I never did care much
for British pop so it will have little flattering to say about the ‘60s British beat groups or middle of the
road crap. But if your interests lie in original US and Jamaican music from that period this may be
the place for you.
So welcome to The Vinyl Word - and keep on rocking.'
Wednesday, December 18, 2013
The Great Train Robbery remembered
It's a delicious irony that on the very day that Ronnie Biggs, most famous of the Great Train
Robbers, died aged 84, the BBC should screen the first part of its drama about the 'Crime of the
Century' in 1963. As a teenager this, along with the Profumo Affair and the assassination of
President Kennedy, was the biggest news event of the era. Even though the train driver was badly
hurt, the robbers were regarded as heroes for getting away with £2.6 million, at a time when a million
really was a million.
Bruce Reynolds, Buster Edwards, Gordon Goody, Charlie Wilson, Ronnie Biggs and the rest were
household names, and many people, me included, were shocked at the length of their sentences
when they were caught. 30 years in prison seemed a hell of a long time for men who seemed to be
putting two fingers up to the Establishment. Secretly, or maybe not so secretly, most people wanted
them to get away with it. And when Ronnie Biggs, who played a fairly minor role in the escapade,
escaped from Wandsworth prison many people were delighted.
He went initially to Australia and then to Rio, where he lived the life of a
celebrity for 30 years, with the best efforts of 'Slipper of the Yard' failing to
arrange his extradition. The high, or low, point, depending on your view, was
when the remnants of the Sex Pistols, after Johnny Rotten had left and Sid
Vicious had self-destructed, recorded No One Is Innocent and Belsen Was A
Gas, which were included, appropriately enough, on the Great Rock'n'Roll
Swindle album. No One Is Innocent reached the UK top ten, despite its
dubious quality. Ronnie eventually came back to the UK and continued his
prison sentence, before being released on compassionate grounds. He was
never a hero perhaps, but he was certainly a personality and an infamous one at that.
Wednesday, December 18, 2013
HMV in Oxford Street
It's nearly a year since we learned that the HMV record shop
chain was facing possible closure - part of the on-going decline of
high street record stores and independents over the last few years.
Now I've received the following news from Dave Carroll:
'The HMV shop at 400 Oxford Street is due to close in January. A
sale can be expected, but don't get too excited as the amount of
stock on display appears to be reducing. This will leave just the
much smaller shop at 363 Oxford Street (turn right as you come
out of Bond Street station). My last visit to the CD section took me
five minutes. Wikipedia states that the first HMV shop was opened in 1921. Does anybody know at
what number? My earliest memory of an HMV shop is that it was also near Bond Street station. Has
it always been at 363? Meanwhile, the HMV-owned Fopp, on the corner of Shaftesbury Avenue and
Earlham Street (near Cambridge Circus), continues to offer (occasionally worthwhile) bargainpriced CDs on the first floor among its other stock.'
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This has prompted the following from Alan Lloyd:
'I remember when I first came to London in 1972 the HMV was a little further down the road on the
other side of Bond Street Station (but on the same side of the road). It was still there for some time
after the one at 400 Oxford Street opened. After it closed, there was an HMV on the other side of
the road for a short time which closed down as part of the cross-rail development. I discovered the
one at 363 just a couple of weeks ago; it’s OK for DVDs and video games but there’s not much of a
CD selection.'
And from Gordon Fleming:
'I used the HMV on the south side of Oxford Street near Bond Street Station from the late ‘50s
onwards, until the larger store between Tottenham Court Road and Oxford Circus opened. It had a
fantastic basement full of vinyl (I believe the ground floor was devoted to "serious" music) with
listening booths and large numbers of customers. Did you know that when HMV started mail order
some decades ago (pre-internet) the freefone telephone number was 0800 33 45 78 (pretty cool,
huh?)'
It seems we all have memories of the HMV stores in central London. I certainly used to enjoy
trawling through the large selection of vinyl that they stocked before CDs took over completely. And
of course Tower and Virgin also provided good opportunities - now sadly no more as well. According
to the HMV website the first store in Oxford Street was opened on July 20, 1921 by Sir Edward
Elgar. Their second flagship store - at 150 Oxford Street, near Oxford Circus - became the largest
record store in the world when it was opened by Bob Geldof in October 1986. Let's hope that at least
one HMV store will remain in central London, as it seem that many of those that were located in high
streets across the UK have closed as well.
Dave also has news of the 100 Club in London, the venue for many great gigs in the ‘80s and ‘90s
but now a shadow of its former self in terms of the music to be found there. Dave comments: ‘In
January the 100 Club will be closed while the toilets are refurbished. Is it trying to shed its earthy
reputation? What they need to do is what they failed to do following the last refurbishment: maintain
them and clean them on a regular basis. Some hope, though I don't know why I should care, as my
visits to this historic venue occur bi-annually these days’
Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles.
Why not pop over and read Nick’s review of the Borderline show?
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Mc

Dissects Devolution
If the Calvinist hordes on the wrong side of Hadrian’s Wall vote to stay in the UK, then
we should consider reparations for their even having considered such disloyalty.
I’m not suggesting stringing up Alex “Troutface” Salmond by his bootheels from a
lamppost Mussolini-style nor dragging him by the scruff of his non-existent neck into
the dock to answer charges of treason. But such a disgusting display of ingratitude
for all we have done for our kilted cousins demands a response.
For a start, we could abolish the name “Scotland” and revert to north Britain, as that
geographic tip of the map has been known in the past. Then we could insist that the
north Britons speak standard English, rather than that incomprehensible scribble
they claim is English but is often as opaque as their native Gaelic which they have
conveniently forgotten how to talk (if you want to hear Scots Gaelic these days, you
have to travel to Nova Scotia, Canada where they are less lackadaisical when it comes
to caring for a language).
Pronouncing blood, good and flood to rhyme with rude and dude
died out in the rest of the formerly United Kingdom around 1605,
so let’s force them to conform four hundred years late. Listen, Jock,
it’s blud, and flud, no matter how it’s spelt, got it?
Then there’s the totally barmy near-English words north Britons use to one another.
Looking pealy-wally after a night having a Salvador? Let me translate. Pealy-wally is
pale, while Salvador is Glasgow rhyming slang that only works if you have a north
British accent. Salvador Dali is slang for having a swally i.e. swallow, further i.e. drink.
It’s much the same upside down logic for comic favourite Pansy Potter the Strong
Man’s Daughter. That only works as an effective name if you speak north British,
because then “Daughter” becomes “Dotter” and it rhymes.
Obviously, the Scottish Parliament will have to go. We prop up the region with our
taxes, so they can give free tertiary education to their bairns, free hospital parking,
free prescriptions and Lord knows what else for nothing, while we loyal supporters
of Queen and Country have to pay through the nose for the same thing.
Troutface buys votes with OUR money, so you can almost sympathise with the north
Britons considering collaboration with this enemy of the English.
In my own case, my grand-daughter’s university education is costing her £43,000,
which would be free if she was Miss McAngry, instead of plain Miss Angry.
And since I am making clear my own involvement with this, I should also add that I
have worked with and known any number of individual Scots over the years and have
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never found them anything other than charming, witty, well-informed and humorous
good company.
I worked with so many Scots at one point, that I considered putting up a St Andrews
flag outside my office, and gave most of them St Andrews Day cards. None of them
knew neither the date of St Andrews Day, nor that cards were available to mark it –
an admirable display of non-nationalism, in my book.
Then there’s the Scots capacity for invention, well beyond the obvious products like
television, the push-bike and insulin, and for characters that would not exist were it
not for the Scottish imagination, like Sherlock Holmes, Peter Pan and Long John Silver.
But that doesn’t alter the fact that the Scots, sorry, north British, would be doublepeeved if we English decided to chuck them out of the United Kingdom unilaterally,
so we have every reason to feel aggrieved that they are considering breaking a Union
that has worked perfectly well since 1707. Given the vote myself, and I believe we
here south of the border should have our opinions canvassed, I would declaim, like
that famous north Briton, Lady Macbeth: “Out, damned Scot, I say”.

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor,
I feel TFTW magazine should be stricter
about how the articles are worded. If a
mixed-race relationship between a white
man and a black woman (or vice versa)
were described as not being 'what they
should be', even if referring to a redneck
sentiment which might have been
thought or expressed several decades
ago,
it would not be acceptable nowadays to
put this phrase in a publication without
qualification. Why, then, should it be
considered acceptable when referring to
a same-sex relationship like that of
Johnny Ray and Larry Parnes? At the
very least such a statement should be
qualified, maybe as follows: 'Many
people at that time would have thought
such a relationship not as things should
be, but we have thank goodness moved
on
from
such
unacceptable
discrimination nowadays.'
Tony Papard
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The Editor replies:
This article by Vince Eager
was written in the first
person and was describing
his view of events at the
time.
In this context, we feel his
comment was a valid
reflection of his feelings
during the late fifties and,
while
the
suggested
qualification would certainly
have been inserted in a
third person account, in this
case it would not have
been the prevalent view at
the time and TFTW
therefore stands by its
decision to print Vince’s
article as submitted.

The Stage: May 23 1957
The Stage: March 1 1979
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The Stage: March 22 1979
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Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES

Aug 27, 2013

Here’s news that come from the hills; Charlie Thompson is back on
wax with a great 10 inch LP. You can dig CDs with 35 songs but also
like to enjoy a vinyl record with 5 songs on each side; the old format
from the ‘50s… the record you not only listen to but also play! You
get to look at the cartoon sleeve, read about the song writers’ IDs
and the musician’s names and next look at that platter going round
and round, bringing you the sound of Houston, Nashville, Shreveport
or Dallas.
Charlie Thompson has an awesome vocal range and an incredibly
rare talent that allows him to be at home with Hillbilly covers of Dave
Rich, Claude King or The Lonesome Drifter but also to go with high
class on Rockabilly. Both sides were clearly shown on his Trail CDs
and on stage. Charlie talked to me about the record project when
playing the Rock The Joint festival in May 2012. I looked a long, long
time for it but thanks to my friends from “Sleazy”, the record is here. A pure and sincere hillbilly saucer
that starts with a cover of Dick Curless’ “Rocky Mountain Queen” (Tower 193 – 1965) complete with
yodel. It’s a song about a little country town with the rockies all around. Next song “Hey Baby”, probably
written by Charlie himself, is a plaintive Hillbilly with beautiful steel guitar played by Jussi Huhtakangas
and piano by Peter Barrelid. Hey Baby why you look so sad, I will give you some love too!
Next is a rendition of “You’ll Look A Long, Long Time”, written by Glen Barber and recorded by Sonny
Burns (Starday 189). Here you’ve got the perfect hillbilly spirit of the ‘50s on a song that would have fit
just like a glove for Tibby Edwards, another favourite of mine. “Ah Ha” is a nice vocal performance with
a great fiddle/steel guitar bridge. The Hillbilly boy with the Stetson hat can really sing and send you back
to Tennessee when radio broadcasts were AM. “Gonna Come Get You” closes the A side and it’s a great
rendition of the George Jones’ spirited classic issued on Starday 264 and Dixie 515/517. It’s the perfect
tribute to the late Possum build on steel and fiddle. Not easy for Peter Barrelid to take the place of Doc
Lewis on piano and for Jyrki Juvonen to follow the steps of Hal Harris on guitar. The whole gang bring
us the perfect Starday sound but in their own way. They are heirs, not copyists.
Now it’s time to flip the wax and to enjoy “Changed My Mind” which was originally cut by Billy Walker,
the Travelling Texan, and issued late 1959 on Columbia 4-41548. This song carries some Ricky Nelson
overtones (Poor Little Fool) that make clear you can rock gently with a sincere country feeling without
being tagged a “Teenage Idol”. The sound is very close to the original cut with Markku Juvonen (drums)
and Carl-Johan Viktor (bass) giving the perfect support. We don’t always need a boom chick-a-boom
beat every time.
“Losing Game”, originally recorded by James O’ Gwynn on Starday 266, opens with Jonas Olpers and
Sara Jefta on fiddle. A great country song telling you all about what falling in love is. Next is “I’ve Got It
Again” from Hawkshaw Hawkins’ repertoire. It’s a great boppin’ Hillbilly with solid guitar played by Jyrki
Juvonen (Wildfire Willie’s combo). “You’re Not Mine Anymore” was originally the B-side for Webb
Pierce’s “More and More” (Decca 9-29252) in 1954. A very nice song sung slightly differently than by
Webb Pierce. Once again it’s not a cover, just a tasty and self-built tribute to one of the greatest all time
country artists. The record closes on “Fallin’, Fallin’, Fallin’”, a song written and recorded by Bud
Deckelman (MGM K122446) in 1956. It’s Hillbilly with a beat and the perfect drop of reverb. Pure ‘50s
stuff that will move you!
To close, this record is made for Hillbilly folks… not Nashville’s country, any rock-a-billy or cat music.
Charlie Thompson has made the choice to use his talent to show us another side of folk music... called
at first Hillbilly and next Country. You can’t find a more authentic ‘50s sound and a more sincere tribute
to a few great names when they were in their early days still being recorded in monophonic sound… just
like this record was. For sure, Charlie wants to get back to some rock-a-billy and boppin’ songs in the
future but right now this one is definitely a fine slice of Hillbilly music to enjoy.

THE END
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RAY RICH
Ray Stevens, aged 67, was Lambeth reared and raised and
attended college in Westminster and Dulwich. His parents were
not musically inclined but older brother Victor was a major
influence, bringing home records by Johnnie Ray and Frankie
Laine circa 1955. The funfairs were a source of Rock’n’Roll
music and it was there that Ray remembers hearing Pat
Boone and especially Elvis singing Heartbreak Hotel. The
first records purchased by Victor were Boone’s I’ll Be Home
and Slim Whitman’s Rose Marie. Ray later frequented
Whitings & Co. music and record shop in Stockwell and had
guitar lessons there, the shop eventually moving location.
At 13 Ray had his debut on stage, and at 14 first played live at
a holiday camp. The first paying gig was at the Peckham
Community Centre, a staggering £52.
The Trocadera theatre at South London’s Elephant & Castle was where dad took Ray for his first
Rock’n’Roll show. Terry Dene was the top of the bill which included Wee Willie Harris. Ray recently
took advantage of a TFTW gig where he informed Willie that he remembered seeing him on 6.5
Special doing Long Tall Sally. Willie remembered the Trocadero show but maintained HE was top
of the bill.
In 1958 Ray got to see Jerry Lee Lewis at the Tooting Granada, and vividly remembers the show
including the seven titles Jerry sang. Also saw Eddie Cochran at the Woolwich Granada in 1960,
and Jerry Lee at Mitcham in 1962, allegedly remembered by many as the greatest and wildest show
Jerry ever gave in the UK.
On leaving school Ray had a West End office job, then became a milkman. On a student’s visa Ray
travelled to the USA for two years, and saw Elvis’ third stint at the International Hotel in Las Vegas,
including hearing Elvis rehearsing Mystery Train. Ray also saw and became friendly with Jerry Lee
in America.
Ray took the London coach trips to see Jerry Lee in Birmingham during the 1960s, which I organized
with Birmingham’s Rockin’ John Seeley, and in the 1970s formed a band which included Woodie
Terry Adams and Ricky Matthews. Ray’s current band for over twenty years is the Ray Rich Band,
the “Rich” is attributed to “Ricky”. It was through Terry that Ray became aware of Tales From The
Woods.
Ray’s long term music friends back in the early 1960s include Terry, Ricky, and Woodie Graham
Knight. I well remember visiting Ray with Woodies Alan Hardcastle (Dr. Bop), and Paul Sandford.
Screamin’ Brian Simmonds (president of a Ronnie Hawkins fan club), and Pete Wilson (who is now
a truck driver in Wyoming) were usually there. Ray was at that time importing the latest Jerry Lee
Smash LPs and Ventures. Ray had a very keen ear for quality sound and his hi-fi was top of the
range. Brian, I remember, was playing what sounded like an early Elvis track as Paul and I were
approaching Ray’s house; it was actually from the original 10” LP “Johnny Burnette and the
Rock’n’Roll Trio” which Brian had just picked up from Camberwell Green market for ten bob.
Although Ray remains a Rock’n’Roll fan he appreciates quality soul by the likes of Ray Charles,
Sam Cooke and Solomon Burke.
Ray is a qualified psychotherapist, lives in Halstead, Kent and still heads up the Ray Rich Band.
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Ray Rich Band CDs
Raising The Standards
RR 02, 14 tracks
Brown Eyed Girl/My Baby Just Cares for Me/Fly Me To The Moon/Day Tripper/It Had To Be
You/Summertime/Stuck In The Middle/Black Coffee/Hallelujah I Love Her So/Mood Indigo/In A
Sentimental Mood/All Blues/Knock On Wood/Long Tall Sally
Souled On Rock & Roll
RR03
Flip/Flop & Fly/Trying To Get To You/Down The Road Apiece/Proud Mary/Beyond The
Sea/Sway/Great Balls Of Fire/Blueberry Hill/Love Me/Johnny B. Goode/Hey Bartender/Georgia On
My Mind/Blue Moon Of Kentucky/Proud Mary (slide gtr mix)
Rich Picking
No number shown
Sister Sadie/Take Me To The River/Don’t Get Around Much Anymore/You Can Leave Your Hat On/I
Love The Life I Live/Mustang Sally/Watermelon Man/Outskirts Of Town/Papa’s Got A Brown New
Bag/Route 66/Young Blood/Sticks & Stones/Little Sunflower
A quality band which delivers smooth arrangements for the standards, tightens up the funk for the
soul, and loosens the seams for the Rock'n'Roll. Although the song titles cover many music styles,
the instrumentalists often lay down a jazz interpretation, and the roots of the musicians are probably
from this stable.
It takes a brave singer to cover the many genres on
the three CDs, soul, blues, R&B, pop, old standards,
Rock'n'Roll, and Ray tackles them all. The vocals are
probably best, certainly more dynamic, when the
tunes are raucous as on the faster numbers. I would
include both versions of Proud Mary, all the Ray
Charles classics and Long Tall Sally. The funkier soul
numbers are handled well. Some songs, maybe Mood
Indigo and Fly Me To The Moon, could have been
taken down an octave, but all of the songs are given
a unique arrangement, e.g. a fast Blueberry Hill. On
the slower songs there is much emphasis on vocal
delivery, with shades of Bobby Darin, Mel Torme and other early hip swinging stylists, typically hear
My Baby Just Cares For Me on the band’s website.
Somewhere in these CDs is the real Ray Stevens; it’s for you to decide. I doubt if you will see the
band on the national Rock'n'Roll club circuit or soul weekender, therefore if they do not have a
lounge or club/diner residency near you, check the gig paragraph below.
Ray Stevens - lead vocals, rhythm guitar; Mark Hornby - lead guitar and some lead vocals; Mike
Drinkwater - keyboards; Richie Beesley - tenor sax, clarinet; Simon Edgoose - percussion.
Gigs
a) La Chapelle, 35 Spital Square, London E1 6DY - 0207 299 0400, Sunday lunchtimes. This is free
and expect lounge pop and swing.
b) 7 Hotel & Diner, London Road, Polhill, Halstead TN14 7AA - 01959 535890 Rock’n’Roll, pop,
rock. 1st Friday in the month, 7.30pm – 9pm. This is a free gig, American diner.
See the TFTW email round robins for gig details.Contact details:
website: www.rayrich.co.uk Ray’s mobile 07904 694566
Ken Major
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MASTERMIND date 24.1.2014
Host and Question Master: John
Humphrys
Contestant: Roderick Cromar

JH: And your name is?
RC: Roderick Cromar
JH: Your occupation?
RC: Chartered accountant
JH: And your chosen subject?
RC: Sam Phillips and the Sun Record Label 1950 to 1960
JH: The Sun Record label in two minutes, here we go. Sam Phillips, record producer and
businessman, opened the Memphis Recording Service in January 1950 on the corner of
Marshall and which other avenue?
RC: Union Avenue
JH: Yes. Phillips went on to found Sun Records in 1952 and signed Elvis Presley. What
was the A side of the first single that Elvis released on the 19th of July '54?
RC: That's Alright Mama
JH: Yes. Who was the lead vocalist with the Teen Kings? They made their debut on Sun
Records in April '56 with the song "Ooby Dooby"? He was later to become a major solo artist.
RC: Roy Orbison
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JH: Yes. Jerry Lee Lewis' "Whole Lotta Shaking' Goin' On" rose to number two in the
Billboard Hot 100 after he appeared on whose television show?
RC: Ed Sullivan
JH: Steve Allen. In 1957 Sun Records released its first LP. What was the title of the album
which includes the name of the artist that recorded it?
RC: Pass
JH: What was the name of the short lived label Phillips set up in '55 for his country artists,
which was shut down after legal threats from another label in Los Angeles with the same
name?
RC: Flip
JH: Yes. Who was the fourth member of the so-called Million Dollar Quartet joining Elvis
Presley, Johnny Cash and Jerry Lee Lewis for a jam session on the 4th of December
1956?
RC: Carl Perkins
JH: The 1951 single "Rocket 88", written by Ike Turner and his band, is often considered to
be the first Rock’n’Roll track to be released. Which act performed the single?
RC: Jackie Brenston
JH: Yes. What was the nickname of the blues singer, guitarist and harmonica player
Chester Burnett whose first sessions with Phillips took place in 1951?
RC: Howlin' Wolf
JH: Correct. Phillips set up a publishing company in '54 to handle Sun's copyright issues.
What was its name?
RC: Pass
JH: What phrase did Phillips suggest should replace the words "Go boy go" between takes
of Carl Perkins' "Blue Suede Shoes"?
RC: Go cat go
JH: Yes. Which Sun artist sang the demo for "I Forgot To Remember To Forget" that
became the B side for Presley's "Mystery Train" and for which he received half of the
copyright royalties?
RC: Warren Smith
JH: No, Charlie Feathers. A novelty song by Rufus Thomas intended to be a version of Big
Mama Thornton’s "Hound Dog" with male performers gave Sun Records its first major hit
in '53. What was it called?
RC: Bear Cat
JH: Bear Cat is correct. You had two passes; Hi-Lo Music was the name of that publishing
company they set up. And the title of that album from '57 released as Sun Records' first LP
was ‘Johnny Cash with his Hot and Blue Guitar’. It was quite a record. Roderick you
scored 9 points.
Rod scored 9 points but finally went on to win the show 18 - 20 - 22 - 24
As watched by Ken Major
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A short while ago I was gigging in Portugal and on the bill
was one of my long-time best friends, namely Sonny
Webb, or Kenny Johnson as I know him. Kenny had a
poolside apartment with a small terraced outside
relaxation patio where we often sat and chewed the fat,
putting our views on the music world to rights. I knew that
Kenny had recently been suffering some health problems
which, if truth be known, had been present for some time
but, like the rest of us, he just ignored the pains and
carried on (as they say). To the onlooker in the audience
there always appeared to be nothing wrong with him.
This was Kenny on stage; not letting anything detract
from his stage performance.
I was a bit surprised therefore when, on the day before we left Portugal, he confided in me that he
was not feeling at all well and couldn’t wait to get back home to the UK. I had noticed during our
Portugal trip that at times Kenny had a struggle to get his breath but this did not stop him giving three
top class performances during our stay.
A day or so after his arrival back home, he was admitted to hospital where he underwent a
quadruple by-pass heart operation. That was mid-October and, as I write this at the end of January,
he is still in an intensive care therapy ward in St Helens Hospital, Merseyside. Sonny (Kenny) was
pencilled in to appear at next year’s January extravaganza at the Borderline but now we will have
to wait and see. Knowing him as I do, I am sure we will see him there. I am going to Liverpool during
February and am hoping to get to see him. I will update with any news and hopefully have a biog for
the next issue.
Cliff Stevens
Ace Cafe London, hosting the annual Eddie Cochran Tribute Night at
the cafe on Saturday 12th April, celebrates the 50th anniversary of
the 1964 release on Liberty Records of Eddie's posthumous
compilation album "My Way", LBY1205, and features this year the
highly polished, well-oiled rock n' roll sounds of Sandy Ford & The
Flying Saucers and DJ Flat Top Dave!
In a bid to get 1950's rock n' roll played on the BBC's national Radio
One Show, in 1976 the band played on the back of an open truck that
was part of the famous Teddy boy March in London that year - this
brought about a one hour shown on BBC radio, on Saturday
afternoon's with DJ's Stuart Colman and Geoff Barker, The Flying
Saucers were one of the guest bands playing live on the show!
The evening includes opportunity to win prizes including two pairs of tickets to attend the "Joe Meek
Special" at The Borderline Sunday 27th April, and evening bringing together for the first time many
of the artists who recorded at Joe's legendary studio, his flat at 304 Holloway Road!
Also up for grabs are 3 copies of Issue 9 of Vintage Rock Magazine with its Eddie Cochran feature,
3 copies of Record Collector Magazine and Ace goody items.
To be in with a chance of winning, retain your door entry raffle ticket. Draw to be held on the evening.
See flyer on page 60
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Freddie 'Fingers' Lee passed away early
on January 13th, 2014 after a long illness.
Born Frederick John Cheesman in
Newcastle-upon-Tyne around 1940, he
said as a child he was impressed by the
piano playing of Winifred Atwell, but did not
think of it as a Rock’n’Roll instrument until
he heard Jerry Lee Lewis's 'Whole Lotta
Shakin''.
Freddie apparently died after contracting
pneumonia on Christmas Day. Although he
retired from professional appearances
after his first stroke, he did do occasional
charity appearances in and around
Consett, Co. Durham where he lived.

Freddie in 1992
© Paul Harris

He lost an eye at the age of just one. He was three times married, was single when he died, and
leaves a son, Joseph, daughters Debbie and Holly, three grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.
Freddie joined a skiffle group in the 1950s playing guitar, banjo and washboard. Eventually he learnt
to play piano and formed his own band 'The Shriekers', building up a reputation for having an act
few could follow. He just missed out on a hit record on the Fontana label in 1966 with 'Bossy-Boss',
which got a lot of play.
Never one to get too serious about Rock’n’Roll, Freddie injected his songs and his stage act with
humor. He wrote a lot of his own material, including the autobiographical 'One Eyed Boogie Boy',
'Old One Eye's Back' and 'Boogie Woogie Fred'. In fact on the four albums of his that I have, all but
three songs were written by Freddie himself, a feat only equalled on the British 1950's style
Rock’n’Roll circuit by Crazy Cavan.
When he did get his hands on a Rock’n’Roll or skiffle standard, it was rarely the same again. Buddy
Holly's 'Oh Boy!' had the lyrics changed to: 'all my love, all my kissing, you don't know where the
cat's been pissing'. Jerry Lee's big hit 'Great Balls of Fire' just invited the ad-lib ''Goodness gracious,
my balls are on fire!' Poor old 'Tom Dooley' was renamed in the Freddie version: 'hang down your
tool Tom Headley'. Another lyric change was to 'My Bucket's Got A Hole In It' which included the
lines: 'my woman's got a hole, my woman's got a hole, my woman's got a hole'.
Freddie's comic composition 'I'm A Nut' was sometimes changed to 'I'm A Poof' during which he
camped it up, but Freddie wrote, played and sang some really wild straight Rock’n’Roll including
titles like 'Mean Mad Mother', 'Dib Dab Boogie', 'Red Hot and Blue', 'Rockin' At My House', 'Frantic'
and many more. He also wrote and sang Country songs like 'Closer to You (Marina)', 'It's Hard to
Lie to You' and 'The Same Old Way'.
His career received a boost in the 1970s with the revival of Jack Goods' 'Oh Boy!' TV show, and this
won him new fans on the continent, which remained a strong fan-base. In fact when Freddie died,
the only Wikipedia entry for him was in the French version, the English edition sadly had no such
entry.
He had worked with the likes of Eden Kane, Cliff Richard and Marty Wilde, and an early band of his
had Ritchie Blackmore on guitar. In the 1960s he played with some of the greats at the Star Club,
Hamburg where he met The Beatles and shared billing with the likes of Chuck Berry, Little Richard,
Fats Domino and his idol, Jerry Lee Lewis.
In 1979 Freddie appeared as himself on TV in a 'Play For Today' entitled 'Long Distance Information'
about a local radio station on the night Elvis died.
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He joined Screamin' Lord Sutch's 'Savages' as piano player, and
later was in an early Rock’n’Roll revival band called 'At Last the
1968 Rock'n'Roll Show'. He had a short-lived incarnation as the
piano player in Mal Gray's 'Hurricane' and, dressed as usual in his
cowboy hat with black eye-patch to cover his glass eye, at the end
of a performance at 'The Fish' (Fishmongers' Arms, Wood Green)
Rock’n’Roll club in the 1970s, Freddie took a big knife out of a
sheath in his belt, cut off all the keys and threw them into the
audience. Although a great climax to the act, it meant the club
couldn't have another band with a piano player in the days before
portable keyboards became popular, until they could get the upright
piano repaired or replaced.
Freddie's on-stage antics included playing piano standing on his
head, playing it with his revolver, with a toilet brush (the brush end
used to sweep up and down the keys), and even with his glass eye,
which he'd take out and hit the keys with! He'd also play with his foot
and hands at the same time, and as a finale would sometimes come
© Paul Harris on stage with his headgear on fire. He set fire to old pianos on stage
and chopped them up with an ax. A showman always, he'd have a
rest during a guitar break, casually take a flask, sit on top of the piano and pour himself a cup of tea
and drink it, then jump down and start playing frantic piano again.
Sadly Freddie suffered a stroke in 2004, reportedly after confronting some youths causing a
disturbance near where he lived. Another stroke followed in 2006. He ended his days in a Care
Home, where he was visited by Joe Brown among others. A fan wrote to me recently that he'd visited
Freddie and been given his eye patch and other props. After the first stroke, Freddie retired from the
music business, but his wild stage act, his songs and his sense of humor will never be forgotten.
A friend of mine saw Freddie perform at one of the first Wildest Cats In Town Weekenders, which
was held in Ritchie Gee's Tennessee Club. My friend reminded Freddie that the previous time he
had been in the audience watching Freddie play, the pianist had grabbed his hamburger, taken a
bite out of it, and handed it back to him.
At the Lyceum ballroom, when it hosted regular Rock’n’Roll revival nights, Freddie thoroughly
confused everybody by dedicating a song to 'the beautiful boy leaning on my piano' - a young Teddy
boy had jumped on the stage and was leaning on the piano to watch Freddie's fingers flying over
the keys.
Freddie was always fun, and sadly the last time I saw him perform at the old Townhouse in Enfield,
the patrons were more interested in dancing than watching the acts, and didn't seem to appreciate
Freddie's sense of humor. They just didn't want to know about Tom Headley's tool hanging down,
evidently thinking it 'rather common'. No doubt on a par with Crazy Cavan passing around a whisky
bottle and drinking from it on stage. I'm sorry, but that's Rock’n’Roll, cats!
Freddie has been sadly missed on the
Rock’n’Roll circuit since his ill-health
started, but his recordings remain, as do
several YouTube clips capturing his wild
performances. Unfortunately I have found
no recordings or video clips with his more
humorous lyric changes, but these will
remain in my memory forever. I can never
think about Buddy Holly's song without
wondering where DID that cat of
Freddie's piss? Think about it darling!

© Paul Harris

Tony Papard
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major/Chuck N. Baker (USA) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1. Rock producers Mark Hartley and Larry Fitzgerald have just announced “The Ray Charles Story”
which is the first project due from New Visions Pictures headed by Taylor Hackford. Hackford had
produced “La Bamba” and “Hail Hail Rock’n’Roll”. No writer or director has been chosen yet, but
Quincy Jones will be on the Board as musical consultant. New Visions has also acquired the rights
to the life of Linda Creed. Hackford is looking for several unknown actors to play Charles at various
stages of his career. The music will be a combination of old material and new recordings. Source:
Patrick Goldstein, L.A. Times 26.2.1989
2. The Coasters broke up in the early 1960s, but individually continued to perform as The Coasters,
then Cornel Gunter who attached his name to the group’s name was murdered in Las Vegas
26.2.1990. An L.A. performer, Billy Richards applied for the use of the Coasters’ name, and when
the original Coasters failed to reply to the request, he won use of the name by default, and began
promoting three different Coasters. Richards then sued the remaining members in an attempt to
stop them using the name. Charles Duncan, a Coaster from 1963, won a counter lawsuit which cost
him $82,000 in legal bills but ownership of the name. Source: David Renzi, Las Vegas Sun, 4.12.1992
3. The Mary Kaye Trio quit The Last Frontier in 1954, then spent three years at the Sahara Hotel
and then the Tropicana until 1966. The trio played all over the USA including the Fairmont hotel in
San Francisco, the Chicago Theatre in Chicago where they followed Nat King Cole, the Chevron
Hilton in Sydney Australia. Mary Kaye at 81 now mostly plays the Stratocaster she received from
Fender in 2002. “I’d rather play my guitar than eat”, she said. Mary has sold all of her D’Angelicos
because she was trying to retire but she says “You can’t retire if you’re dedicated to the music”.
Source: Joshua Primack, The News, 13.7.2005
4. Gladys Knight was a founding member of the Pips when she came off the road from the Ted Mack
show in 1952. “We sang at a birthday party, just for fun. We did a little talent show at the end of the
party. We were all in the choir at church so we had a sense for each other. We sang Canadian
Sunset or something like that. After everybody had gone home our parents said ‘You sounded pretty
good tonight. You should form a little group.’ So we did”. They recorded their first hit in 1961 “With
Every Beat Of My Heart”. The original version was recorded live after hours by a night club owner
who was just trying out some new recording equipment. Source: Showtime, 6-12.4.1994
5. President Bush staged a White House gospel concert in recognition of Black Music Month. He
signed a proclamation and singled out five artists for special honours; Shirley Caesar, Bobby Jones,
Lena Horne, Nancy Wilson and Lionel Hampton who is in his 90s and watched from his wheel chair.
Bush noted that Hampton had performed at the inaugural ball for President Truman, and had been
to the White House previously as guest of Presidents Johnson, Nixon and Reagan. Also on hand
were James Brown, Isaac Hayes and the Four Tops. Brown greeted Bush by holding up a white T
shirt that read “Killing is out, School is in.” Source: Las Vegas-Review, 3.6.2001
6. Born 16.4.29 in Fayetteville, Tenn., Ed Townsend sang in his minister-father’s African Methodist
Episcopal Church choir. After moving to Los Angeles in the mid 1950s he wrote songs that were
recorded by Nat King Cole and Etta James. In 1958 Ed wrote and recorded “For Your Love” that
rose to No. 7 on the R&B charts and reached the US Top 20. “Let’s Get It On”, a million selling hit
for Marvin Gaye, was co-produced with Ed and he wrote more than 200 songs. These included the
Impressions’ No. 1 RNB hit “Finally I Got Myself Together”. Townsend died August 2003 of heart
failure. Source: Los Angeles Times, 17.8.2003
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7. The original Gladys Knight group consisted of Gladys, her brother Bubba, sister Brenda, and
cousins William and Eleanor Guest. They were named for their manager, cousin James Pippa
Woods. Brenda and Eleanor were replaced by cousins Edward Patten and Langston George in
1959, Langston left in 1962. The group lasted 39 years and had hits on four labels in four different
decades. Writer Jim Weatherly pitched “Midnight Plane to Houston” to Gladys. “I wasn’t a great lover
of flying and I’m from Atlanta. I suggested changing it to “Midnight Train from Georgia””. Gladys is
headlining the Sheraton until April 17th. Source: Showtime. 6-12.4.1994
8. “The Twist” is a movie produced and directed by Ron Mann. It is a documentary of vintage footage
and interviews with those involved with the dance popularity. The origin of the song was “Tore Up
Over You” by Hank Ballard & The Midnighters. “They were doing this song and they started twistin’
their bodies and the lyrics came to me from nowhere” stated Ballard. Ballard was 16 when he wrote
The Twist in 1958. His new CD on After Hours Records will be released the same time as the movie.
Ballard’s The “Twist” was on the B side of “Teardrops On Your Pillow” which went to number 4 on
the R&B Charts. Source: Sean English. Venice Magazine, August 1993
9. James Moody, born 26.3.25 in Savannah, Ga., was raised in Reading, Pa and Newark, N.J. His
father a trumpeter and his mother a dedicated jazz fan. Began to play an alto sax which was a gift
from his uncle and served in the Army Air Force from 1943-46. Joined Dizzy Gillespie and made
“James Moody and His Bebop Men”. Moved to Europe in the late ‘40s until 1951 performing with
Miles Davis and recording “I’m In The Mood For Love” in Stockholm. It was recorded on alto sax and
King Pleasure recorded lyrics in 1954, and it became a cross genre hit. Moody died in December
2010 from pancreatic cancer. Source: Don Heckman, L.A. Times 10.12.2010
10. The Fabulous Palm Springs Follies has had 20 seasons at the downtown Palm Springs historic
Plaza Theatre which is/was an old movie house. Nearly three million patrons have seen the
productions of music and dance five days a week from October through to May. Lesley Gore, who
in 1963 aged 16 had a hit with “It’s My Party” will perform there on January 5th. Lesley was born in
New York City and raised in Tenafly, N.J. and was discovered by Quincy Jones. Lesley headlined
“The T.A.M.I. Show” film in 1964 with James Brown, Chuck Berry, The Miracles among others. It
was filmed at the Santa Monica Civic Auditorium. Source: Desert Entertainer, Dec 30, Jan 5 2011
11. Jamesetta Hawkins was born to 14 year old parents and forced to live with foster parents. At 16
she was on the road with Johnny Otis who changed her name to Etta James. Otis produced her first
record “The Wallflower” and “Work With Me Annie” topped the R&B chart for a month in 1955.
During the disco era it was Keith Richards and the Rolling Stones who suggested she adopted a
more soulful blues sound. This year Etta joined the Rock’n’Roll Hall Of Fame which has yet to be
built in Cleveland and an honoree must have cut a record 25 years prior to the nominating year.
Source: Jennifer Bowles, Las Vegas Review-Journal, 29.1.1993
12. Jester Hairston, 92, played Leroy on the “Amos and Andy” show. He holds honorary doctor of
music and fine arts degrees, and has been active in TV playing Rollie on the “Amen” sitcom. He was
assistant conductor of the Hall Johnson Choir of New York, and The Southern Nevada Music Arts
Society will present a program of his music on the UNLV campus 12-13.2.1994. Hairston’s
arrangement of the spiritual “Amen” will be featured. He will conduct the Musical Arts Chorus in Folk
Songs and Spirituals in the Moyer Student Union Ballroom. The State Department has sent Hairston
to Europe, Africa, Mexico as a goodwill ambassador. Source: Las Vegas Sun, 28.1.1994
13. Hogate’s restaurant in Washington hosts Rock’n’Roll acts from the 1950s and 1960s but not
always the originals. Alan Lee, host of a weekly oldies program, asks “At what point does it become
a rip off? If you’re paying to see an original group, and end up with four guys who are no relation to
the group that recorded 20 years ago, you’re bordering on fraud.” Dick Lillard, the host of “The Roots
Of Rock and Roll” says “I’ve heard there was a group masquerading as the Drifters recently, that
had two white members. It’s like putting Wilson Pickett as the lead singer of the Osmonds.” Hogate
is presenting the Inkspots this month. Source: Joel Makower, The Washington, Nov. 1979

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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NEW ORLEANS SECOND LINE
by Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin
This column, written by husband-wife team Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin, features Roots News From
The Crescent City - - A flavorful gumbo of who's who and what's what of New Orleans Music

Now that the December holidays are behind us in
New Orleans, Twelfth Night on January 6th officially
kicked off the Mardi Gras season and officially closed
the Christmas season. This feast of Epiphany, also
referred to as Kings Day and the 12th Day of
Christmas, was first celebrated by Creole society
from the early days of colonial Louisiana starting with
their first Ball in 1870. This tradition continues to this
day with not only an invitation-only Ball but widespread festivities celebrating the season of the King
Cake and King Cake parties. With these festive
parties undoubtedly comes wonderful live music, in
homes, in public venues, at private events.
Armand St. Martin's Maison C'est Bon Jazz Traditional jazz is sought-after particularly at Mardi
Trio (Armand St. Martin, piano; Steve Braun, Gras for special events. Definitely an exciting time in
stand-up bass; Otis Bazoon, clarinet/sax) the City That Care Forgot!
© Patty Lee
Mardi Gras, or Fat Tuesday, changes yearly in date
but is always found on the calendar to be the Tuesday
right before Ash Wednesday. Mardi Gras parades escalate in excitement and strength as they
become scheduled closer and closer toward Mardi Gras Day. There are as many as 90 parades
spread over this period of time from Twelfth Night forward, and they all include marching bands and
music. It's a big time for live music to permeate the air and is a good time for musicians to gain
employment by performing. This year Mardi Gras Day is March 4th, Shrove Tuesday. Lundi Gras is
Monday March 3rd. Ash Wednesday is March 5th.
The weekend going into Mardi Gras in New Orleans sports the largest and most popular parades of
note, with Le Krewe d'Etat, Krewe of Hermes, and Krewe of Morpheus on Fat Friday; the Krewe of
Iris, Krewe of Tucks, and the Krewe of Endymion on Saturday; the Krewe of Okeanos, Krewe of
Mid-City, Krewe of Thoth, and Krewe of Bacchus on Sunday; the Krewe of Proteus and Krewe of
Orpheus on Lundi Gras Monday; and, the Krewe of Zulu and Krewe of Rex, plus the truck parade
of 200 floats pulled by semi-trucks which follow right on the heels of the Krewe of Rex on Mardi Gras
Day. (For us Brits, a KREWE is defined as any of several groups with hereditary membership whose
members organize and participate as costumed paraders in the annual Mardi Gras carnival - H)
To give readers a sense of the excitement that comes with enjoying the music, the marching bands,
the free Mardi Gras beads tossed from parade floats when folks yell, "Throw Me Something,
Mister!", the Krewe of Endymion for example sports over 2,500 members. This year, Endymion's
theme is, "Throw 'Til It Hurts!" with country music superstar Carrie Underwood headlining their
extravaganza afterwards. The Rex organization which provides the largest parade on Mardi Gras
Day, with "the King of Mardi Gras," started its tradition back in 1872 and has shared its colors of
purple, green and gold with all the parades and whole city, making these colors "the official colors
of Mardi Gras" itself. The King of Rex is selected each spring prior to the following Mardi Gras. His
Queen of Mardi Gras, who is a college-aged debutante, is also selected at that same time. However,
they are not announced to the public until Lundi Gras; up until then, their identity is kept a secret.
Rex is the only "super krewe" that parades during the day; the other super krewes parade at night
and are Orpheus, Bacchus, and Endymion. Other krewes parade both day and night but aren't
considered for the coveted title of being a super krewe due to size.
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Some of the many and varied costumes on display, including a Mardi Gras Indian © Patty Lee
There is so much to learn and know about the New Orleans Mardi Gras world. One must really see
it and experience it to believe it. The city is teeming with activity with multiples of thousands of
visitors from around the world who converge on the Big Easy for Fat Friday through Mardi Gras at
midnight, followed by the ever-so-quiet Ash Wednesday, when the city finally rests for a day.
Officially, when Mardi Gras ends at midnight, a handful of New Orleans police on horseback clear
the streets of revelers in the French Quarter to "officially proclaim the end of Mardi Gras 'til next
year." During various highlights of Mardi Gras, Armand St. Martin serves as the "Roving Artist
Reporter" for DJ Bette Carl's radio show on Yellow Ribbon Radio (a 24/7 internet radio station she
owns that first initiated out of New York). This live broadcast airs to USA troops, veterans and their
families around the globe. D.J. Bette Carl was formerly at Hooah!! Radio where Armand also served
as the "Roving Artist Reporter". Armand will be reporting live from his Mardi Gras activities (New
Orleans time: between 7 pm - 9 pm on February 26th; 5 pm - 7 pm on March 2nd; and 7 pm - 9 pm
on March 4th. His Mardi Gras song, "Must Be the Mardi Gras," filmed at Mardi Gras World in New
Orleans is always a mainstay for this special on-the-Mardi-Gras-scene reporting.

Deacon John and the Ivories annually
perform during Mardi Gras at a "6-block"
block party © Patty Lee

"Throw Me Somethin' Mister!"
© Patty Lee

Speaking of music, Louisiana was very fortunate this year in the field of Grammy nominations. The
live 2014 telecast out of Los Angeles aired on January 26. Counted among a number of these
Louisiana nominees were: Bobby Rush, a native of Louisiana who was up for Best Blues album for
"Down in Louisiana". Zachary Richard's "Le Fou" was nominated for Best Regional Roots Music
Album. New Orleans legend Allen Toussaint was nominated for Best Americana Album titled
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"Songbook," as well as for his song, "Shrimp Po-Boy, Dressed," for Best American Roots song.
Hunter Hayes received a nomination for Best Country Solo Performance with his song, "I Want
Crazy." Tim McGraw's album titled "Two Lanes of Freedom" was nominated for Best Country
Album, and also his performance with Keith Urban and Taylor Swift was nominated for Best Country
Group/Duo Performance for "Highway Don't Care."
The Hot 8 Brass Band was nominated for their album, "The Life & Times Of The Hot 8 Brass Band,"
for Best Regional Roots Music Album. Bishop Paul S. Morton was nominated for his "Best Days Yet"
album for Best Gospel Album, and PJ Morton's tune, "Only One," was nominated for Best R&B
Song. Terence Blanchard's jazz solo called "Don't Run" on "Magnetic" was nominated for Best
Improvised Jazz Solo. Live concerts were hosted by Nick Spitzer who is the host of "American
Routes," where The Savoy Family Band, David and Michael Doucet, the Treme Brass Band, plus
various other Louisiana artists performed on a box set of Arhoolie Records titled, "They All Played
for Us," which was nominated for Best Folk Album. For Best Engineered Album in the non-classical
category, Trina Shoemaker was nominated for Andrew Duhon's "The Moorings;" she was both a
producer and engineer on this album. For the recording of "A Color Map of the Sun," which was
nominated for Best Dance/Electronica Album, a long list of musicians performed on this project
including Carl LeBlanc (from Cowboy Mouth), "Uncle" Lionel Batiste, Jeff Albert, Thais Clark, Detroit
Brooks, Brian Coogan, plus more.
Terrance Simien and the Zydeco Experience came out the Louisiana big winner with not only the
nomination for his "Dockside Sessions" album but he also won the nomination for Best Regional
Roots Music Album. Clifton Chenier, Louisiana's King of Zydeco, was given a well-deserved
posthumous Lifetime Achievement Award a day earlier, January 25th, at the Grammy's Special
Merit Awards event.
In New Orleans, members and their guests of the Memphis Chapter of the Grammy organization
known as The Recording Academy aka The National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences
(NARAS) hosted a "Grammy Watching Party" at Jax Brewery in the French Quarter. This
organization is known for "its Grammy Awards" and consists of "musicians, producers, and
recording engineers, as well as other recording professionals." (New Orleans members are part of
the Memphis Chapter.) Armand St. Martin and Patty Lee attended this special event, joining a large
group of other local Louisiana members to cheer on the long list of Louisiana nominees.
The 20+ years of the MusiCares Foundation has been supported by The Recording Academy
whose mission is to basically help musicians in emergencies. After Katrina, Louisiana musicians
were recipients of this help. According to their web information, "MusiCares provides $2 million
annually in direct financial assistance to approximately a thousand clients, not just in Louisiana.
Approximately 76% of MusiCare clients have no health insurance. MusiCare has served over
65,000 clients and provided over $24 million in funding so far."
Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin co-curated a display of their ruined music ephemera from Katrina,
along with ruined musical instruments from several other artists, as part of the larger MusiCares
display. Their contribution was incorporated into the Grammy Museum in Los Angeles and was on
display from the moment the Grammy Museum opened its doors. The St. Martin's have just
extended permission for their Katrina damaged possessions to remain with this display for another
five years at the Grammy Museum.
During the Grammy-watching evening there were notables in the audience including Jim McCormick
who has penned hits for Tim McGraw, Keith Urban, Randy Travis, Trisha Yearwood, Trace Adkins
and Ronnie Milsap. Also on hand was Allen Toussaint's long-time business associate, Kathy
Sebastian, as well as Guitar Slim, Jr. who was nominated for a Grammy in 1988, as a then-36-yearold blues guitarist, whose album, "The Story of My Life," caught the ear of the recording industry.
He is the son of Guitar Slim, named Eddie Jones, 1926-1959. Both Kathy Sebastian and Guitar
Slim, Jr. are friends of Patty and Armand's. As the story has it, Guitar Slim, Jr. "didn't even know his
album was being considered for a nomination in the first place in 1988. When it was nominated,
Guitar Slim, Jr. didn't even know what a Grammy was."
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When Antoinette K-Doe was trying to bring the
Mother In Law Lounge back after Katrina, Patty
and Armand spearheaded a series of "Midnight
Jams" with Antoinette, Guitar Slim, Jr., and
Ernest "Box" Fontenot who was Fats Domino's
drummer and driver. The five of them
dedicatedly ran these Jams from midnight to
dawn every Saturday for months on end.
Armand was on piano, Box on drums, Guitar
Slim, Jr. on guitar, with Patty promoting, and
Antoinette providing free red beans and rice
and manning the bar. Musicians with their wives
showed up to reconnect, jam, and meet other
musicians, "almost like a lost and found" since
Armand St. Martin and Kathy Sebastian at 2014
Grammy watching party in New Orleans (both of
them separately won the raffle for Grammy logo'd
wine glasses!)
© Patty Lee
most of us still didn't know who survived Katrina.
The value of the experience was "that the music
community was being rebuilt by musicians," says
Lee. Armand's quote is always, "We were bringing
back New Orleans one party at a time!" This was
way before the TV series, Treme, was launched in
the Treme where this group was already rebuilding
music business for the MIL Lounge and for each
Armand St. Martin and Guitar Slim, Jr. at 2014
other.
Grammy watching party in New Orleans
For more New Orleans news...
© Patty Lee
stay tuned...

For Cool Cats and Shabby Tabbies
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, Jackson Sloane and the Rhythmtones to Matchbox,
Wee Willie Harris to The Class Of ’58 . With Gene Summers, Roddy Jackson, Linda
Gail Lewis, Jack Scott, Ray Campi, Billy Harlan, Charlie Gracie.
As well as the Incredible Roy Young and Band, Alvin Stardust, Shane Fenton and,
from Germany, the Lennerockers

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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Welcome to
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs
Hi Gang,
Hi gang, back again. I know that Dave "Jazz Junction" Carroll is eager to tell you all about the good
things happening on the gig front between now and when Issue 78 hits your screens and doormats
in a couple of month’s time, so just a quick word regarding exciting news I’ve got for you all. Come
the last weekend in January 2015 we shall be celebrating our tenth anniversary of 2is
Reunion/British Rock’n’Roll Heritage Shows. We intend to make this anniversary a very special
event, and we shall be letting you all in on our ideas as the months progress, both through these
pages and via round-robin emails. In the meantime if there is any particular artist who has graced
our stage over these past ten wonderful shows that you’d like to see again, please let us know; drop
us an email, send us a postcard or pick up the phone. If it is possible then we shall see your personal
favourite returns once again.
I’ll hand you over to Dave now for another of his informative gig guides, a must read I know for many
of you.
See you in Issue 78 folks.
The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
February 2014
15
Saturday
Sydenham Blues Club 1st Rockin All Dayer
Acts include Dynamite, The Outcasts, Cliff & The Cavaliers, and The Rat Pack. Plus record stalls, food etc.
The Grape & Grain, Crystal Palace From 3.00 pm Free Entry
21
Friday
Blues Patrol
Blues and soul vocals by the ever-popular Andy Roberts.
The Grape & Grain, Crystal Palace Collection
23
Sunday
Kit Packham’s One Jump Ahead
Jump and jive the afternoon away with the Pack man.
The Bull’s Head, Barnes Doors 3.00 pm
£8 adv £10 door
March 2014
1
Saturday
Michael Henderson & Norman Connors
A late valentine from cult soul figures who will be enjoying the support of the Starship Orchestra featuring
Carleen Anderson.
Royal Festival Hall £17.50 - £45 + fees
9
Sunday
The Impressions
A third London appearance in three years. This must be what soul heaven is like.
Islington Assembly Hall
£29.50 + fees
11
Tuesday
Kent Duchaine
Respected white guitarist and singer of Delta blues.
The Blues Kitchen, Camden 7.00 pm to 12.00 pm Music 9.45 pm Free
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12-14 Wed-Friday The James Hunter Six
British rhythm and blues ace now crediting his loyal band.
Ronnie Scott’s £25 - £45
17
Monday
Imelda May
Who better with whom to celebrate St Patrick’s Day?
Roundhouse £29.50, £34.50
19
Wednesday The Excitements
Just a covers band or a challenge to the Daptone label? Vocalist Koko-Jean Davis from the Mozambique is
certainly one to watch.
Jazz Cafe
£12 adv £15 door
30
Sunday
George Porter Jr & The Runnin’ Pardners
New Orleans comes to London. Think Meters but with a modern funk groove.
The Borderline
£15
30
Sunday
Darrell Scott & Danny Thompson
Excellent American singer-songwriter and British bassist in repeat of last year’s exceptional gig as part of
the latter’s seventy-fifth birthday celebrations.
The Half Moon, Putney
£15 + fees
31
Monday
Eric Bibb & Danny Thompson
Folk-blues artist joining in the celebrations.
The Half Moon, Putney
£20 + fees
April 2014
1
Tuesday
Kimmie Rhodes + Peter Mulvey
Texan singer-songwriter whose latest album covered songs by writers who influenced her.
The Old Queen’s Head, 44 Essex St, N1 8LN A Green Note gig £12
3
Thursday
Martha Reeves & The Vandellas
She was (surprisingly?) very good on her 2011 London appearance, and deserving of another visit.
The Ashcroft Theatre, Fairfield Halls, Croydon
£25 + fees
11
Friday
Si Cranstoun
‘Si prides himself on a high octane dance routine’. It’s lucky that this is a non-smoking venue, but you might
get your beer spilled.
Half Moon, Putney £15
14/15 Mon/Tuesday Allen Toussaint
A solo performance by the New Orleans maestro in the intimate setting of Ronnie’s can’t be anything but
magical.
Ronnie Scott’s £35 - £50
24
Thursday
Mud Morganfield
Don’t go expecting a séance, but you might see his father’s ghost in the flesh – that’s the ‘Mud effect’. An Eel
Pie Club function.
The Cabbage Patch, 67 London Road, Twickenham TW1 3SZ
£17
May 2014
9-11 Fri-Sunday Nick Lowe
A bit late to promote last year’s Christmas album?
Union Chapel, Upper Street, Islington
£32.50 + fees
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EDDIE COCHRAN
TRIBUTE NIGHT

SANDY FORD
&

THE FLYING SAUCERS
DJ FLAT TOP DAVE

SATURDAY 12TH APRIL
9pm – 2am
Entry £10
Sorry No Under 18s

ACE CAFE LONDON, ACE CORNER
NORTH CIRCULAR ROAD
STONEBRIDGE, LONDON, NW10 7UD

Tel: ++44 (0) 20 8961 1000 / Fax: ++44 (0) 20 8965 0161
www.ace-cafe-london.com
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Roots Music Social Networking Group
presents on
SUNDAY 27th April 2014

at

JOE MEEK SPECIAL
The Borderline

Manette Street, off Charing Cross Road, London W1D 4JB
nearest tube Tottenham Court Road/Leicester Square

A SPECIAL EVENING BRINGING TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIME
MANY OF THE ARTISTS WHO RECORDED AT HIS LEGENDARY

CLIFF BENNETT

CHAS HODGES

DAVE KAYE
BILLIE DAVIS

DANNY RIVERS
ROBB SHENTON

RAY DEXTER
The fabulous

LEE CURTIS

Tales From The Woods Band

DJ john ‘Mr Angry’ Howard
Doors 5pm, live music from 5:15pm until 10:30pm
Tickets on the door

£27

in advance

£24

Woodies

(Only via TFTW)

£20

Advance tickets also available from the Borderline, 08448 472465 or www.ticketweb.co.uk
Tales From The Woods

(pay with PayPal via the website)

Tel/Fax: 020 8460 6941

Mobile: 07941 540574

Email: TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

Web: www.TFTW.org.uk
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on other selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK’s only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice...... Keith Woods
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